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INTRODUCTION

In 1978 the linear electron accelerator has been used on a routine basis

for our programmes in photofission, photonuclear reactions, nuclear spectroscopy

and dosimetry. A e /e convertor was installed in between the two linac sections

and was checked at relatively low electron currents. A new linac cooling system

is being installed at present which will enable the convertor-system to be

used at full power.

Also our programmes in positron annihilation and in nuclear theory were

pursued.

This annual report reviews briefly the most important progress made in

1978. More detailed information can be obtained by contacting our laboratory :

Nuclear Physics Laboratory, Proeftuinstraat 86, B-9000 Gent (Belgium).

The reported research was only possible with the substantial help of the

IIKW (Interuniversity Institute for Nucie-ar Sciences, Brussels). We want to

thank this Institute and its "committee for low energy nuclear physics" for

this support.

Prof. Dr.A.J.Deruytter

Director of the Nuclear Physic

Laboratory.
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1.

1. LINEAR ACCELERATOR

1.1. Linac Operation
(K.KIesel, W.Mondelaers)

During the year 1978, the operation of the linear electron accele-
rator of the Nuclear Physics Laboratory of the Ghent State University has
been maintained at the same level as the preceding year.

A major modification was the addition of the electron-to-positron
convertor facility between Section 1 and Section 2 of the accelerator. The
first tests in positron-acceleration were very satisfactory.

The high-power klystron (Thomson-CSF - TV2O15) in modulator 1
was replaced after about 7500 hours, due to instability (arcing ?), even at
medium power.

Also the high-power thyratron (English Electric CX1175) in modu-
lator 1 had to be replaced after 2500 hours(filament failure).

The insufficiency of the cooling was still one of the main techni-
cal problems of the accelerator. An almost normal use of the machine was only
made possible by some emergency measures, which brought about great difficul-
ties by choking of the tubing, due to the necessary use of improper cooling-
fluids. The Technical Services of the University hope to satisfy our urgent
demand for a larger cooling-capacity during the beginning of next year.

A minor instability was found in the electron injector-gun(200 kV
Haimson-gun); it originated from high-voltage resistors in the oil-tank,that
showed fluctuating ohmic values (aging under high-voltage ?).

Some vacuum-leaks occured in the deflection system and were obvious-
ly due to radiation damage (viewing-ports, energy-defining slit-sytem), which
indicates the necessity for a scheduled replacement of highly exposed parts
of the deflection system.

During the year 1978, a total of 3357 hours machine-time has been
realised (see fig.1.1).



LIN AC OPERATION DURING 1978
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Fig. 1.1. Distribution of linac operating time during 1978.



1.2. S-band structure for superconducting linear accelerator application
(W.Mondelaers, K.Kiesel)

Measurements on a normal conducting periodic plane symmetric
S-band structure have been continued. A six cell periodic aluminium muffin
tin structure with sharp cell edges was used.

The dispersion diagram, group velocity and bandwidth of the fun-
damental accelerating T M ^ - like mode was measured for varying coupling
aperture width a. Group velocities of the TT/2 - mode (which phase velocity
equals nearly 2 c)as a function.of a are depicted (as o) in fig.1.2. Group
velocities in a closed structure were obtained from an approximate analyti-
cal solution of Maxwell's equations with one space harmonic. As an example,
group velocities of the TT/2 - mode are plotted as a solid line. Agreement
of experimental and theoretical results is good in the region of "small-
hole" coupling.

Higher modes are excited in a cavity with half structure spacing
of 24,4 mm. Modes near 3990 MHz and near 4380 MHz are identified to be T E Q 2 -

like, resp. TM12 - like.

In order to optimize cavity parameters and to find structures
with an increased interaction parameter Reff/Q» field perturbation measure-
ments have been started. The distribution of electric field intensity of each
accelerating mode along the cavity axis was obtained from transmission measure-
ments, with a perturbingmetal lie needle, calibrated in a cavity with calculable
field distribution. A value of Ref.p/Q(if) = 19.7 a I cm was found.

The electric field distribution along the structure axis seems to
be very sensitive to a perturbation of front-and back-end cavity boundaries.
In a structure with short-circuit boundaries, 0-mode can be excited, n -mode
not; with open-circuit boundaries, vice-versa.

As it is our intention to improve the accuracy by diminishing per-
turbing object dimensions, and to perform,in a near future,surface field
measurements, better frequency stability of our microwave oscillator in the
range of 2780-3000 MHz was required. We developed a system in which a PIN-
diode amplitude -stabilised signal is fed into a cavity. The difference be-
tween a DC output, depending on the transmission of the cavity, and a very
stable DC level is amplified and fed back over a stabilizing network to the



repeller of the klystron oscillator. The very stable DC level can be
replaced by a DC level proportional to the input signal level. Fre-
quency stability better than 10 was obtained with our muffin tin
structure (Q * 8000). When the structure is perturbed by a metallic
object, the microwave oscillator is forced to follow the structure
frequency.

0.25-

10 20 30 a (mm]

Fig, 1.2. Group velocity of the I7/2-mode as a function of the

coupling aperture width a .



1.3. Linac radioactivity control
(M.Dorikens)

Radiation levels around the linear accelerator and the deflection
system were controlled weekly. The measured activity at 6 specific points,
the location of which is indicated in table 1, 1s shown 1n fig.1.3. :

Table 1 : Location of the measuring points

11 : entrance collimator of positron converter (in operation
since February 78)

16 : col limator behind section II
25 : entrance of magnetic switchyard
27 : magnet West 2
29 : magnet East 1
35 : slit channel East



LINAC RADIOACTIVITY CONTROL-YEAR 1978

9.1 13.11 20.U1 25.32 29.2 3.301 72m ti.IX 16.2 20X1 25XE

Fig. 1.3. Radioactivity at 6 different locations around the linac

as measured weekly.



2. FISSION,NUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPY OF FISSION PRODUCTS AND (r»th,a) STUDIES

(E.Jacobs, D.De Frenne, A.De Clercq.H.Thierens, P.D'hondt.P.De Geldcr,
B.Proot, C.Wagemans* and G.Coddens**

2.1. Introduction

ooc
The measurements of the photofission of U and U at diffe-

rent bremsstrahlung end-point energies have been completed in 1978.
235Especially catcherfoilexperiments and E1-E2 measurements on U have been

performed for 12-,15-,20-,30- and 70-MeV bremsstrahlung. A lot of time was
spent on the analysis of all the data. The study of short-lived fission pro-
ducts , in order to obtain information on the charge distribution in photo-
fission, has been extended and the measuring technique was adapted to our
specific needs. In order to reduce the y-background, due to short lived
fissionproducts a new rotating uranium target was built for the study of

102micro-and millisec fissionproduct isomers. The excited states of Tc have
been extensively studied. In our laboratory the decay of Mo and 1 0 Z mTc
was measured while, in collaboration with local research staff, the decay
of 102Mo was studied with the mass separator LOHENGRIN at the highflux (HF)
reactor of the ILL-Grenoble, and the 100Mo(3He,p) 102Tc-reaction with the
M.P. tandem accelerator of the I.P.N.-Orsay. The study of the (nt^,a)reactions
at the HF reactor of the I.L.L.-Grenoble was continued,in collabroation with
a local research group. Also thermal neutron induced fission studies of dif-
ferent actinides were performed at the I.L.L.Grenoble. The study of back-
scattering of fission fragments at the I.L.L. Grenoble, and the SCK/CEN-Mol
was continued.

2.2. Data acquisition and handling

2.2.1 .

For some y-spectroscopic measurements performed in our laboratory,
there is a considerable distance between the measuring site where detector
and amplifier are located and the analogue-to-digital converter (A.D.C)with

• NFWO, University of Ghent and SCK/CEN-Mol
** IWONL,University of Ghent and SCK/CEN-Mol



POP 11/10 based data handling system. The analogue pulses have to travel

tens of meters, resulting in a resolution degradation dut- to earth currents

in the cable. For this reason a 8080 INTEL microprocessor based multichannel

system was constructed that can be placed near the detector. For fast data

handling a DMA interface was constructed, working in memory increment mode

(MI), and capable of storing up to 2 counts per channel without software

intervention. The system is connected with the PDP11/1C through two serial

lines with signal levels conform to the RS232 standard.This system gives also

the possibility to set up measurements for several days, needing the only

computer for starting, stopping and reading-out the microprocessor system,

meanwhile keeping the computer free for other experiment?

2.2.?.. WARS

A faster version of PHAPS has been written, capable of generating

and storing up to 120 spectra of 4096 channels each, on an RK05 disk . The

measuring time of each spectrum may be as short as 200 rs, with timing errors

less than 0.1 ms, which is accurable enough for our measurements. The fast

memory dumping upon disk is made possible by writing all the spectra on

disk one after another, without closing the files, thus eliminating unne-

cessary disk head movements.

2.3. Photofission of and U at different bremsstrahiung energies

The variations, with increasing bremsstrahlurf] end-point energies

of the different fission characteristics were studied. Iiradiations with 1?-,

IS-,20-,30- and 70-MeV bremsstrahiung were performed. li-i-U measurements as
235 23?well as catcherfoil experiments and chemical separation;, on ' II are made.

The results are almost, fully analyzed. They are discussed in the next para-

graphs.

2.3.1. AveAage excitation om:Hc\(j

The average excitation energy of the compound nucleus, corres-

ponding to the different end-point energies of the bren:SStrahlung,<E (E )>,

is given by



6/ k aY)F(k) * (Efi,k) d

I'
I °Y,F (k) 4 (E .k) dk

cross-section for photofission and 4 (Ee,k) represents the bremsstrahlung
spectrum. In our calculations we used for <j> (E ,k) the Schiff formula for

E and k are the electron and photon energy respectively, a F(k) is the
cross-section for photofiss1

spectrum. In our calculatioi
thin target bremsstrahlung.

235 238For photofission of U and U direct measurements of the cross-
238

section exist only up to 18 MeV. Above this energy we used for U the extra-
polation of the cross-section deduced by Shotter et al.[Nucl.Phys.A290(1977)

235

55]. For U the same shape was adopted from 18 to 30 MeV, due to the lack
of experimental data in this energy region. The calculated average excita-

235
tion energies of the U and compound nucleus after irradiation with brems-

strahlung with an end-point energy of 12-,15-,20-,30-70 MeV are given in

tables 1 and 2.
2.3.2. Fiagmznt mcu>t> and klneXic zneA.gy diitfUbutLoni>

235
Fragment energy correlation measurements for the photofission of U and
238

U with 12-,15-,20-,30- and 70 MeV bremsstrahlung were performed. Over-
all fragment mass distributions, mass distributions as a function of the
total kinetic energy (TKE) of the fragments, over-all TKE and TKE distri-
butions as a function of the fragment mass,TKE(p), are studied as a function
of the average excitation energy.E (E ), of the compound nucleus. The re-
suits are fully analyzed at the moment.

The parameters of the over-all kinetic energy and mass distribu-
tions are given in table 2.1 for 2 3 8U and in table 2.2 for 2 3 5U.
In these tables the endpoint energy of the bremsstrahlung is indicated by
E , NEV is the total number of analyzed events. We are using <TKE> for the
average total kinetic energy of the two fragments, <p, > and <un> for the
average provisional mass of the light and heavy fragment respectively ,
o(TKE), o(p.) and a(p|.) for the corresponding standard deviations whereas
P/V indicates the peak-to-valley ratio of the provisional mass distributions.
Except for the P/V value only relative uncertainties are given in the tables.
The absolute errors on <TKE>, <vi,> and <vn> are of the order of 2 MeV and
0.5 respectively.

1



10.

Table 2.1; Parameters of the over-all kinetic energy and mass distributions

for the photofission of 238U

Ee(MeV)

Eexc(Ee) (MeV)

NEV

<TKE>(MeV)

o(TKE)(MeV)

<rl|_>

<yH>

o(uL)=o(uH)

P/V

12

9.7

24.103

171.78*0.56

11.06*0.24

99.24±0.18

138.76*0.16

6.41*0.16

55*11

15

11.6

135.103

171.41tO.13

10.93*0.10

99.21*0.10

138.79*0.09

6.36*0.18

31*2

20

13.4

292.103

170.88

10.98*0.08

99.39*0.13

138.61*0.08

6.80*0.16

19.2*0.6

30

14.7

171.103

170.37*0.25

11.08*0.15

99.82*0.12

138.18*0.20

f. 84*0.15

13.7*0.5

70

19.9

127.103

169.41*0.30

11.42*0.35

99.61*0.27

138.39*0.20

7.40*0.70

8.5*0.3

Table 2.2: Parameters of the over-all kinetic energy and mass distributions

for the photofission of " U

Ee(MeV)

<Eexc(Ee)>(MeV)

NEV

<TKE>(MeV)

o(TKE)(MeV)

<PL>

<PH>

o(uL)=a(uH)

P/V

12

9.7

16.103

171.03*0.65

10.43*0.10

96.89*0.35

138.11*0.16

6.15*0.31

41*4

15

11.6

99.103

170.50*0.30

10.63*0.10

96.96*0.16

138.04*0.11

6.47*0.26

24*1

20

13.1

241.103

169.97

10.81*0.10

97.23*0.16

137.77*0.20

6.79*0.20

14.2*0.3

30

14.1

113.103

169.64*0.13

10.94*0.11

97.41*0.24

137.59*0.31

7.05*0.20

10.7*0.4

70

-

145.103

169.36*0.30

11.35*0.33

97.75*0.19

137.25*0.22

7.33*0.22

7.5±0.3

The total fragment kinetic energy as a function of the fragment

mass shows a maximum for heavy provisional mass near 132 and a minimum for symmetric
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splits. The OyKE(u) curves show a minimum for symmetric mass splits and a
maximum that moves however,(in the mass range 121-127) towards heavier
masses with increasing excitation energy of the compound nucleus.

238As an example we plot in fig.2.1 for the photofission of U
d<TKE(u)> , the change of the TKE of the fragments with the average exci-

tation energy of the compound nucleus as a function of the fragment mass.This
235curve(and also the one for U ) shows a minimum in the mass region 126-127,

indicating that for an average excitation energy of the compound nucleus in
the range 10-20 MeV, the most important changes of <TKE(y)> with <E.V,.(EJ>
do not occur at mass 132 as would be expected from fragment shell theories.

The behaviour of the oTK£(u) curves and of <TKE(y)>with
 < E

e x c (
E
e )

>

as observed in our experiments can be explained, within the framework of a
two-modes picture of fission, resulting from the competition between an
asymmetric and a symmetric fission modes each of these having <TKE>-values
which depend, for each mode in a different way, on the fragment mass, but
which do not change with the excitation energy of the compound nucleus,at
least for <E e x(E e)

> values between 10 and 20 MeV.

2.3.3. Vo&t ntutAon mo&A dutfUbiutioni

Our study of the mass distribution for the photofission of U and U with
12-,15-,20-,30-and 70-MeV bremsstrahlung,using the catcherfoiltechnique was
completed. Cumulative yields of about 40 mass chains were determined at each
bremsstrahlungendpointenergy. To obtain the mass yield for A=117, chemical

238 235

separations of Cd on uranyl nitrate samples ( U) or catcherfoils ( U and
238 235

U) were performed. Our results for the photofission of U are graphi-
cally represented in fig.2.2.
Striking features of the mass distributions,directly observable from our
work, are a strong dependence of the mass yields for symmetric fission on the
endpoint energy of the bremsstrahlung and a near independence of the asymmetric

238yields. For the photofission of U a fine structure peak in the mass region
133-135, decreasing with the bremsstrahlung endpoint energy, but persisting
even for 70 MeV bremsstrahlung is observed. As Z and N odd-even effects are
expected to be negligible, this yield excess must be mainly due to neutron

235 238

emission. As well for U as for U the valley region of the mass distri-
butions, corresponding to symmetric fission is flat. A third hump as observed
by Kondrat'ko et al.[At.Energy R.23 ,559(1967)]for the photofission of 2 3 5U
is certainly not present in our experiments.

1
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Fig. 2.1. The change of TKE of the fragments with the average excitation

energy of the compound nucleus as a function of the fragment
238mass for the photofission of U.
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235,235Fig. 2.2. Post neutron mass distribution for the photofission of U,

for various bremsstrahlung endpoint energies.



Some characteristics of the

Ee(MeV)

P/V

MLM

238JJ MHM

FWHM

<v>

P/V

MLM
23Sy MHM

FWHM

<v>

12

78 ± 7

97.25± 0.08

137.87* 0.07

15.3 * 0.4

2.85 ± 0.11

37 ± 5

94.85±0.07

137.28tO.O7

14.7 ±0.4

2.78*0.12

1

mass distributions are summarized

Table 2.3

15

35 ± 4

97.01*0.07

137.80*0.07

15.7± 0.4

3.39*0.12

21 ± 2

94.70*0.07

137.24*0.07

15.0 ±0.4

3.06 ±0.12

20

22 ± 2

96.99*0.07

137.61*0.07

15.7 * 0.4

3.44 * 0.11

15.5 ± 1.4

94.80*0.07

137.09*0.07

15.0 ±0.4

3.15 ±0.11

in table

30

13.5±0.9

96

137

15

.80±0.08

.64*0.07

.7 ±0.4

3.57 * 0.11

11

94

137

15.

3.

7±0.8

72±0.07

16*0.07
0 ±0.4

20±0.U

14

2.3.

70

8.2 * 0

96.89*0

137.55±0

15.7 ±0

3.66 * 0

8.4+0.6

94.82±0

137.16*0

15.2 ±0

3.21 ±0

.7

.07

.07

.4

.11

.07

.07

.4 |

.11

The peak-to-valley ratio(P/V) decreases for 2 3 5U from 37 ± 5 to 8.4 ± 0.6 and
238

for U from 78 ± 7 to 8.2 ±0.7 for bremsstrahlung endpoint energies in-

creasing from 12 to 70 MeV. The mean masses of the light and heavy fragment

peaks, MLM and MHM respectively, obtained by taking into account only those

masses having a yield higher than half the maximum yield, in order to eliminate

the contribution of the symmetric fission component, remain practically con-

stant. From a comparison of the MLM and MHM values for 235U and 2 3 8U at the

same bremsstrahlungsenergy we can conclude that also in photofission, an in-

crease of the mass of the fissioning nucleus results mainly in a shift of MLM

to heavier masses while MHM remains practically constant. The values obtained

for the full width at half maximum of the light and heavy fragment peaks,FWHM,

at the different bremsstrahlung endpoint energies are the same, within the

errort for both U and U although there is a slight tendency to increase
poo

with excitation energy. The values of FWHM obtained for U are systematically
poc

higher than for U. The average number of emitted neutrons <v> increases with
pop

the endpoint energy of the bremsstrahlung and is systematically higher for U.
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2.3.4. Jndtpzndznt yleZdi, and mo&t pft.oba.blz cha/igzt.

For the photofission of 2 3 5U and 2 3 8U with 12-,15-,20-, and 30-MeV brems -
strahlung the fractional independent chain yields of 1 2 8Sn, 1 2 8 gSb, 1 3 1Sb,

Cs were determined using
the catcherfoil technique and by chemical separation of the I and Cs frac-
tions from all other fissionproducts. In addition we determined for the photo-
fission of 2 3 5U the fractional independent chain yield of 1 2 6 gSb, 1 2 6 mSb,
1 2 8 mSb, 1 3 0I and 1 4 0La, and for the photofission of 2 3 8U with 20-,30- and 70-

134
MeV bremsstrahlung the fractional independent chain yield of Cs. These re-
sults are given in table 2.4.
The charge distribution for photofission with bremsstrahlung is described by
the following expression :

f e j - |Z-Z ( k ) | 2

J (^l/26 ~i VF<k> • (Eê ) *
P(Z) = 5 L J 1 |3.4jE

e

(Ee,k) dk

As in expression 13.11 EQ and k are the electron and photon energy,a c(k)
and <|>(E ,k) the photofission cross section and the bremsstrahlung spectrum
respectively. The expression |3.4|was obtained by assuming a Gaussian shape
with a most probable charge Z (k) and a width parameter c, independent of k,
for the charge distribution at a photon energy k. The dependence of Z (k)
on k was taken from the work of Nethaway(report UCRL-51538 unpublished).
From the determined independent yields of I and Cs we deduced for the
isobaric chain 134 using the expression!3.4| the value c=0.86 ± 0.09 and
c=0.84 ± 0.09 for the photofission of 2 3 8U with 20- and 30-MeV bremsstrahlung
respectively. A comparison with other photofission data is not possible.In
the thermal neutron induced fission of U an average value of 0.80 ± 0.14
for the widt parameter c was found. Using the average of our c values c=0.85
in the expression |3.4| the z D(E e) values (the top of the charge distribution)
of the isobaric chains corresponding to the measured independent yields, areg
calculated for the photofission of U and U at each bremsstrahlung -
endpointenergy (Ee).
A comparison between the experimentally determined Z behaviour and the charge
of the fragments, expected from the U.C.D. hypothesis led us to the following
conclusions :
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Table 2.4

238,

235,

Fission
product

128Sp*)

128Sb

l3lgTe

1 3 1 mTe

132fll

132IH,

134,

134Cs

135Xe

136Cs

126gSb

126msb

128Sn*>

128gsb

128mSb

131Sb«)

0.

0.

(2

0.

(3

(4

12

77*0

-

915±C

-

.9*0.

-

-

169*0

-

.5*1.

.6*1.

-

-

-

-

-

0.668*0.

12

1.071

7)10'2

.041

5)10"2

047

15

0.67*0.11

(4.9±1.9)10"2

0.855*0.050

(7.8±4.8)10"2

(5.7±l.l)10"2

(5.7±1.4)10'3

(3.9±1.2)10"3

0.213*0.024

-

(4.4±1.7)10"2

20

0.70*0

(6.2*2

0.828*(

(8.5*4

(7.7*1.

(7.4*1.

(5.7*0.

0.227*0

(4.0*1.

(5.1*1.

(1.06*0.ll)10"3(l.86*0

(5.9±2.2)10"2

(6.4±2.0)10"2

0.685*0.053

0.130*0.026

0.165*0.057

0.601*0.033

(8.2*1.

(6.7*1.

0.661*0

0.160*0

0.155*0

0.528*0

.09

.3)10"2

).O46

5)10"2

l)10"2

5)10"3

9)10"3

.028

5)10~5

2)10"2

.16)10"3

7)10~2

7)10"2

.046

.037

.043

.031

30

0.70*0.09

(8.5±2.4)10"2

0.798*0.049

(9.3±4.3)10"2

0.100*0.013

(1.17*0.21)10"2

(1.26*0.17)10"2

0.255*0.023

(8.6±3.4)10"5

(6.0±1.2)10"2

(3.62±0.32)10"3

(11.0±1.7)10"2

(8.0±1.9)10"2

0.611*0.049

0.198*0.033

0.160*0.057

0.520*0.032

131gte 0.125*0.052 0.151*0.034 0.167*0.028

131mTe
132,

0.180*0.023 0.215*0.019 0.263*0.026

0.168*0.037

0.270*0.023

134

135

136,

140

"I

I

Xe

'Cs

La

(4.6±1.9)10"2 (6.2±0.6)10~2 (7.6±0.8)10"2 (9.1±0.9)10"2

0.407*0.045

0.16*0.02

0.457*0.017

0.206*0.015

0.478*0.018

0.228*0.013

0.498*0.016

0.245*0.012

(2.02±0.50)10"2(2.89±0.49)10~2 (3.56±0.45)10"2

(6.0*2.0)10"3 (6.5*1.7)10"3 (9.3±1.5)10"3

*) Fractional cumulative chain yield
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a. A systematically higher Z/A ratio for the light-compared to the heavy-
fragment, found in thermal neutron induced fission is also observed in
our experiments at higher excitation energies.

b. The Z function tends to remain close to the closed 50-proton shell.

c 238
As well for U as for U at each bremsstrahlungendpoint energy our Z
values are very well described by the empirical relation of Nethaway
except in the Z=50 region.

ooc 238
From a comparison between our U and U results it was possibleto deduce the variation of the parameter b = — j ^ . (the shift of Z when

changing the mass of the compound nucleus by one unit) with the average
excitation energy. The average value of b at each bremsstrahlung endpoint
energy was found to be almost independent of this energy. The calculated
average value of b, taking into account our results at the different brems-
strahlung endpoint energies, was -0.177 ± 0.011, close to the value
-0.188 ± 0.004 deduced by Nethaway for neutron induced and spontaneous fission.

2.3.5. l&omesUc RaUo&

From the measured independent yields of the isomeric pairs SbfJ^S ;8~);

= 5+;8") and 13iTe(J7r=3/2+;ll/2~) for the photofission of 2 3 5U and
131Te(Jir= 3/2+; 11/2") and 1 3 2I(jM +;8~) for the photofission of 238IJ, as
given in table 2.4, the corresponding isomeric ratios can be deduced directly.
Using a statistical model analysis of the neutron and y-de-excitation process
of the fragments, the average initial spin 37 of the fragments, leading to the
mentioned fission products was calculated for each endpoint energy of the
bremsstrahlung. These <E" results are given in table 2.5.In the uncertainties
a contribution of 1.2 fi inherent in the method was included. Approximately
the same value as in thermal neutron induced fission are obtained although
the average excitation energy in our photofission studies is higher. For the

126 128 —

isomeric pairs Sb and Sb a small increment of the J. values with in-
creasing average excitation energy is observed.
2.3.6. Ne.utn.on emi&&£on cuAve.

Starting from the measured provisional and post neutron mass distributions,
* 235

the neutron emission curve v(m ) was calculated for the photofission of U
238and U with 12-,15-,20- and 30-MeV bremsstrahlung by applying the earlier

developed method [E.Jacobs et al.,Phys.Rev.C14,1874(1976)].
All the obtained v(m ) curves show the typical saw-tooth structure, indi-
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eating that the fragment shell effects still play an important role in the

photofission of U and U in the excitation energy range of the giant

resonance region. A slight filling-up of the minimum in the valley region

of the mass distribution at higher average excitation energies is observed.

Table 2.5

238,,
u

2 3 5u

Fission
product

131Te

132j

126sj)

128Sb

131Te

12

-

-

-

5.6*1.8

3

6

7

7

5

15

.5*1

.5*1

.5*1

.0*1

.6*1

.7

.6

.6

.6

.4

3

6

8

7

5

20

.9*1

.9*1

.4*1

.9*1

.9*1

.6

.4

.7

.7

.4

4

7

8

8

6

30

.3*1

.8*1

.9*1

.5*1

.0*1

.6

.4

.6

.8

.4

4

6

9

10

5

70

.1*1

.9*1

.4*1

.5*1

.8*1

1

.5

.4

.8

.5

.4

2.4.Charge distribution for the photofission of U with 20 MeV bremsstrahlung

We have measured the fractional independent (FIY) and cumulative yield (FCY)

of a number of fission products for the photofission of U with 20 MeV brems-

strahlung. Most probable charges, Z (20 MeV) and values of the width parameter c,

could be deduced for the first fime in photofission.

The FIY of 132I and 1 3 4» 1 3 6c s is obtained by chemical separation of the iodine

and cesium fractions from the other fission products, starting with irradiated

samples of U02(N0)2.6H20. For isotopes with a half-life Tl/2 > 7 min the catcher-

foil technique combined with y-spectrometry is used. To measure very short lived

isotopes (1 sec < Tl/2 < 7 min) the following technique was developed.Natural

uraniumdisks (thickness 0.1 mm) enclosed in very pure nickel capsules are trans-

ported from the irradiation site to the Ge(Li) detector with a pneumatic trans-

port system. Irradiations of 15 and 30 sec with 20-MeV bremsstrahlung are per-

formed. The registration of y-ray spectra on the PDP-11/10 computer started

respectively 5 and 10 sec after the end of the irradiation. To enable an appro-

piate dead-time correction 60 consecutive y-spectra (4096 channels each) of

respectively 0.5 and 3 sec were registered. These 60 spectra were recorded on

one single file on an RK05 disk (for more details see 2.2.2).
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The FIY and FCY values are obtained either by direct measurement of
the yields or by following the daughter activity

In table 2.6 we give FIY and FCY values.

Table 2.6

Mass
Isotope

886r
90Kr
S1Kr
94Sr
95Sr
100Zr
12aSn
131SnE*™
131Sb
131Te8
131Ten>
132Sn
132SbS
132Sbm

FIY or FCY

O.73Q + 0.080
0.838 *" 0.093
0.702 + 0.092
0.871 ~ 0.099
0.866 • 0.082
0.885 ~ 0.110
0.700 •" 0,090
0.305 • 0.033
0.523 • 0.057
0.085 + 0.045
0.077 • 0.011
0.171 "* 0.016
0.161 ~ 0.033
0.352 + 0.052

Zp

35.11
35.90
36.18
37.80
37.82
39.77
49.82
50.85

51.08

Mass
Isotope

13215
132Im

133Sb
1341
134Cs
135Xe
13DTe
13GCs
1371
137Xe
139Xe
140Xe
14OCs
144Ba
144La

FIY

[7 .4
(5.7
0.352
0.227
(4.0
0.051
0.390
11.9
0.679
0.266
0.812
0.618
0.416
0.788
0.237

or FCY

+ 1.5)10-3

~ 0 .9)10- 3

""• 0.031)
~ 0.028

+""1.5)1O-5

~+ 0.012
~ 0.049

+ 0 .2)10" 3

+ 0.080
+ 0.056
+ 0.084
• 0.062
+ 0.053
+ 0.084
+ 0.078

Zp

51.74
57.07

'52.48
52.67

53.16

53.95
54.38

56.07

The expression used to describe tha charge distribution is the same as already
given in |3.4|. Using this formula we found for the c values for the masses
131, 132, 134 and 136 respectively 1.07*0.33, 0.94±0.06; 0.86*0.09 and 0.92*0.09.
An average value <c> = 0.93*0.04 was deduced. From the measured FIY and FCY the
corresponding Z (20 MeV) values are obtained,substituting <c> for c in the ex-
pression |3.4|. These Z (20 MeV)values are also given in table 2.6. The Z (20 MeV)
values are compared with the values expected from the UCD hypothesis (ziirn) '"n

fig.2.3. Error bars are indicated. The experimentally obtained Z (20 MeVJvalues
for different mass values are very well predicted by the empirical relation of
Nethaway(report UCRL-51538,unpublished).
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110
mL(a.m.u.)

100 90
I I I | I 1 9 * I •

X Light fragment
o Heavy fragment

Nethaway

I • • • i I i i • •. . . . I . .
U0

m*(a.m.u.)
150

Fig. 2.3. Comparison of the most probable charges Z (20 IJeV) with the

predictions of the UCD hypothesis, as a function of mass value.
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2.5. Short lived isomers(nricro-and miTlisec) in fission products

To reduce the Y-background,originating from the 8-decay of short lived fission
products, during the irradiation of the uraniumtarget, a rotating system was
built. An annulus of natural uranium(diameter :16 cm; thickness:0.017 cm)was
mounted on a motor with variable speed (up to 200 r.p.m).
Considerations about the very short-lived fission products led to the choice
of a rotation frequency of 1.5 Hz(±10%). An improvement of our digital routing
unit [Nucl.Instr.S Meth JL09 195(1973)] was carried out, to eliminate systematic
errors in the measuring times of the spectra, especially for time intervals
shorter than 15 ysec. As an additional advantage, the number of connections
with the A.D.C.was reduced to six, because there was no more need for a "CLEAR"
input.
To reduce the dead-time of the measuring circuit to that of the A.D.C.only, a
FIFO module was built between the A.D.C. and the CAMAC interface. The design
of the module was based on four MONOLITHIC MEMORIES chips MMI67401.
Irradiations in the new experimental conditions were performed with bremsstrah-
lung endpoint energies of 30, 50 and 70 MeV. Fig.2.4 shows the decay of the

131450 keV isomeric transition in Sb in 25 usec time intervals. We found a new
value of 93 ± 10 usec for the half life of the isomeric level in Sb at 1677
keV.

10?
2.6. Study of the excited states of Tc

2.6.1. TntKodudtLon

102Until now very little is known about the level scheme of Tc. Only the
existence of a high spin isomer at 100 keV < E £ X C < 500 keV has been reported.
The y-decay branch of that isomer should be of the order of 5% |Nuclear Data
Sheets 191(1976)|. In order to investigate that level scheme, several experi-
ments have been performed. The 6- and Y-decay of mTc together with the e~

102decay of Mo has been studied at our laboratory. In collaboration with a
research group of the I.L.L. and C.E.N.G. Grenoble(F.Schussler and J.Blachot)
the p-decay of 102Mo was studied after separation of 102Mo with the LOHENGRIN
mass-separator at the high flux reactor of the I.L.L.,Grenoble. In collaboration
with a research group(S.Fortier,J.M.Maison,M.N.Rao and C.P.Massolo) of the
I.P.N-Orsay the level scheme of 102Tc was studied using the 100Mo(3He,p) 102Tc
reaction. K.Heyde will collaborate in the theoretical interpretation of the
performed experiments.

1
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2.6.2. B-Y dtcay otf I02irTc.

Tc sources have been produced by irradiation of 50 mg ruthem'umpowder (en-
104riched up to 99.15% Ru) with 70 MeV bremsstrahlung during 5 min. Starting

5 min after the end of irradiation 2 successive Y-spectra were taken either
with a 0.14 cm3 Ge(Li) X ray- or a 19cc Ge(Li)-detector.
The data are registered in a front-end processor and transported to the PDP-11
computersystem. [More details of this measuring system are given in 2.2.1].
From those spectra no y-rays, eventually belonging to the y-decay of "Vc,
could be identified. Due to the fact that Tc is an odd-odd nucleus many
excited levels are expected at low excitation energy (E E X C < 500 keV). The
abscence of even weak low energy y-rays favours the hypothesis that the isomeric
state should be found at an excitation energy which is much lower than 500 keV
and that the isomeric transition of any, should be very weak. The Y-spectra
mentioned above contain also information concerning the B-decay of '"Tc but
the analysis of those spectra has not yet been completed.

2.6.3. 102Mo

This decay study is complicated by the fact that the half-life of the daughter
nucleus ^Tc(Tl/2:5.28 sec) is very short compared to that of the parent

102
nucleus Mo(Tl/2:ll.l min)so that on the basis of measured half-lives of

observed y-rays alone no discrimination can be made between y-rays of both
10?above mentioned isotopes. In the experiments done in our laboratory the 'Mo

activity has been obtained by chemical separation of the molybdenum fraction

from lg U02(N0,)2.6 FLO irradiated with 30 MeV bremsstrahlung during 15 min.

Two successive y-spectra were taken either with a 0.14 cm ORTEC Ge(Li) X ray-

or a 19 cc ORTEC Ge(Li)-detector.

Besides the y-rays already ascribed to the decay of ^Tc 7 y-rays with a

decay period of 11 ± 1 min and which did not fit into the well-known level
102

scheme of Ru were observed. The energies of these y-rays were respectively:

42.9;93.2;136.1;148.3;211.8;223.9 and 360.0 keV.

Thanks to the good resolution of the X-ray detector (FWHM:500 eV at 223 keV)

we shall try to do accurate energy determinations in order to establish the
102decay scheme of Mo.

102To be sure that the observed y-rays really belong to the decay of Mo or
^Tc a mass separation of Mo has been carried out with the mass separa-

1
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tor LOHENGRIN at the high flux reactor of the I.L.L. Grenoble. After irra-
diations of 15 min two successive yspectra were taken with a 50 cc Ge(Li)
detector . The results from this experiment are in very good agreement with
those obtained in our laboratory. The analysis of both experiments will be
finished in the beginning of 1979.

2.6.4. Study o& the. ixcUtd htoJLu oi 102Tc with thz I(?0Mo(3He,p) 10ZTc
Kea.vU.on

To study the level scheme of 1 0 2Tc the 100Mo (3He,p) 102Tc reaction has
been used at the MP tandem accelerator of the "Institut de Physique NuclSaire"
at Orsay. The isotopically enriched (> 96%) Mo target was irradiated with
25 MeV He particles. The outgoing protons were momentum analysed with a
split-pole spectrograph and detected using position sensitive surface-barrier
detectors placed in the focal plane of the spectrograph. Proton spectra were
recorded at 7 laboratory angles ranging from 5 to 40 degrees. In the present

102work, the ground state and thirty excited levels of Tc up to an excitation
energy of 1.8 MeV have been observed. The excitation energies which are accu-
rate within ± 10 keV are given in table 2.7.Those levels which are only obser-
ved at one laboratory angle are indicated as tentative. For the analysis of
the experimental angular distributions of the outgoing protons, zero-range
DWBA calculations were performed with the direct two-nucleon transfer option
of the computer code DWUCK-4(P.D.Kunz,University of Colorado,unpublished).

102Due to the low cross section for the excited states in Tc (20 pb or less)
only five tentative spin assignments can be given (Table 2.7). One high spin
level (J71 a 4 + or 5+) has been observed at 516 keV which seems however, too
high in excitation energy to be a candidate for the isomeric state ""Tc.
In order to fix the position of this isomeric state further experiments are
planned in collaboration with the Orsay group in the near future.

2.7. Thermal neutron induced fission of actinides

The measurements described here were performed at the very intense and pure
thermal neutron beams of the Institute von Laue-Langevin(I.L.L.)-Grenoble.

231 239

Besides the energy mass distributions for Pa(nth,f) and the Pii(n.. ,f)
reactions, also the thermal neutron induced ternary fission of U,
239 237

Pu and Np was studied. Finally we also measured the thermal neutron
231induced fission cross section of Pa.

1
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Table 2.7

102Excited levels of Tc and tentative spin assignments observed from the
100Mo(3He,p) reaction.

LEXC
(keV)

0
90
161
194
300
358
418
443
478
516
607a>
689b>
727
815
849
891
1006
1039

1165
1215
1241

1319
1470
1527
1549
1610 a) possibly unresolved doublet

b) possibley unresolved triplet
c) tentative

1
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2.7.1. 237 239
and

The energy and mass distributions of thermal neutron induced sub-barrier
231fission of Pa (odd-odd compound nucleus) were measured and compared

with the above barrier fission of U + ntu(even-even compound nucleus).

Surface-barrier detectors were used for the detection of the energies El,

E2 and the time-of-flight difference At of coincident fission fragments.

The system was calibrated with the Schmitt and Neiler method, while the

At information permits the rejection of disturbing events.
231The Pa(ntj1,f) mass distribtuion shows fine structure with a mean

period of = 2.5 a.m.u. and has a peak to valley ratio of 2271 ± 854 compared

to 554 * 31 for 2 3 5U(n t h,f). More details are given in [Nucl.Phys.A311(1978)413]

With the same apparatus also the above the barrier fissioning system
7Pu + n+h (even-even compound nucleus) was studied. The fine structure was

weaker than in the U + nt- case, but has the same periodicity (5 a.m.u.).

The peak to valley ratio was 129 ± 3. More details are given in [Nuc1.Phys.A311
(1978)205]

239r

2.1.2. Tkz icction

The 231,Pa thermal fission cross-section was obtained by measuring
231 235

alternatively coincident Pa(ntn»f)
 and U(nth,f)-fragment pairs

with two surface barrier detectors. The energy distribution of the Pa

(ntn>
f) fragments is shown in fig.2.5. The a2( Pa) value was calculated

relative to the well known o2(235U) value of 587.6±2.6 b. In this way a

value of Ox( Pa)=20 ± 1 mb was obtained, in good agreement with our

previous result [Nucl.Phys.A285(1977)32]but in disagreement with the value

of 11 ± 5 mb obtained by Ghiorso et al.[TID-5223 11,593]

2.7.3. Ituvntviy fcA6i.

The yield and the energy distributions of the light charged particles
235

emitted during the ternary fission process of U + nt- were studied exten-

sively with the aid of a AE-E telescope. The main results are summarized in

table 2.8.

We also determined the ternary a-yield for the sub-barrier fission of917
Np

n th a n d f o r t h e a b o v e b a r r i e r f l 'ssion of and

The results were consistent with the semi-empirical linear relation between
LRA/B and 4 Z-A as proposed by Halpern (Ann.Rev.Nucl.Sci.jU (1971)245).

/to. 1
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Fig. 2.5. Kinetic energy distribution of the Pa(n , ,f) fragments.

1
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Table 2.8

particle

2H

3H

4He

6He

yield

1.02

0.60

6.67

100

1.81

energy range
(MeV)

4-18

5-20.5

4-24.5

7-37

11-30

mean energy

(MeV)

8.9±0.4

7.5±0.5

7.9±0.3

16.0±0.2

12.2±0.5

FWHM
(MeV)

5.9±0.8

6.6±1.0

5.8±0.6

9.6±0.4

9.2±1.0

However, the relative ternary a-emission probability was about 20% higher

for N + n.. than for U + n- , contradicting the theoretical results

of Feather (Proc.Roy.Soc.69 (1972)335).

2.8. Study of the ("tn»a)reactions

The (ni.K»a) reaction has been studied for several nuclei at the Grenoble High

Flux Reactor. For the lighter nuclei a single high resolution surface barrier

detector was used; for the actinides a AE-E surface barrier detector teles-

cope was needed to eliminate the background due to the heavy fission fragments.

Z.S.I. The and

Test measurements were performed on Zn and Gd. In the case of Zn a

very intense (n..,a)-line was detected at about 6.5 MeV with a cross-section
"th 153,of the order of 200 barn. For Gd a weak (nth,o)line was observed at about

9.4 MeV. The measurements will be continued upon receipt of better samples.

2.8.2. The 259Pulnth,a) and 23fN Jn^a) finacUoM

The neutron induced a-particle spectra obtained in (2.7.3) demonstrate the

absence of strong (n+.,a)-lines. They also allowed the calculation of pre-
239liminary upper-limit values for a(nth,a)which resulted in = 1 mb for Pu

237(nt. ,a) and 5 ub for Np(nth>a).

1
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2.9. Backscattering of fission fragments

After some preliminary measurements at the Belgian BR2 reactor, the back-
235scattering of an isotropic flux of U(ntu,f)-fragments from gold has

been studied under various experimental conditions at the Grenoble High
Flux Reactor. The results are compared with predictions of a Monte Carlo
calculation based on the Lindhard theory for the interaction of charged
particles with matter. The agreement is very good. The total amount of
fragments backscatterd from gold is 5.12%. Some measurements on copper and
aluminium were also done, revealing a strong Z-dependence of the back-
scattering phenomena.

1
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3. PH0T0NUCLEAR REACTIONS

3.1. Introduction

The experimental study of the characteristics of the electro-

magnetic interaction, in the energy region between 15 and 25 MeV, has been con-

tinued, mainly by means of photoproton energy spectra and angular distribution

measurements, using the bremsstrahlung photon beam from our 70 MeV linear

electron accelerator. Photoprotons were detected at seven angles simultaneously,

with the use of 3 mm thick uncooled Si (Li) solid state detectors. In order to

extend our experimental possibilities, we are presently constructing a new

reaction chamber for gaseous targets, wherein Si(Li) detectors will be placed

at 9 different angles. Background suppression will be acccomplished by means

of an electromagnet.

Moreover, we developed and tested a facility for the measure-

ment of prompt de-excitation y-rays, originating from bremsstrahlung-induced

photonuclear reactions, with the aid of a 60 cc Ge(Li) detector. First results
19will be presented for the F(y,xy')reaction.

In the analysis of our experimental data, however, we are

forced to use the Schiff-formula, which gives the theoretical bremsstrahlung-

production cross section for electrons impinging on a thin converter target.

To verify this assumption we performed an experiment wherein this cross

section is determined in an absolute way by, on one hand, a measurement of the

total bremsstrahlung flux per electron and, on the ether hand, a determination
2

of the 90° H(y,p)n photoproton spectrum, from which the shape of the brems-

strahlung cross section can be derived.

As far as the electron-to-positron conversion assembly is

concerned, this facility was installed and tested in between both linac sections.

Although these experiments had to be performed at reduced incident electron

beam power (due to the inadequacy of the cooling system; the general linac coo-

ling system will be replaced early 1979), the results of positron conversion

and acceleration efficiency were \/ery satisfactory and were in agreement with

our theoretical estimates.
3.2. Study of the 89Y(y,p) 88Sr cross section

(E.Van Camp,R.Van de Vyver,E.Kerkhove.H.Ferdinande & P.Van Otten)

In order to draw more definite conclusions about the isospin-
89splitting of the giant dipole resonance in Y, we extended our measurements

of the (y.p) channel characteristics(energy spectra and angular distributions)

to the high energy side so that we now cover the whole energy region between

1
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13 and 25 MeV excitation energy. The cross sections for various (Y.p)sub-

channels could be derived, but it is inherent to our measuring procedure

and analysing technique that the (Y>P 0) cross section can be deduced with

much greater accuracy and with better energy resolution. The latter is

shown in fig.3.1 together with the relevant angular distribution coeffi-

cients. The absolute magnitude of the cross section reaches-in contrast

to the results quoted in last year's annual report - a value of about 4 mb

at 15.8 MeV; our experimental data are nearly identical to the photoproton

cross section obtained by detailed balance from the inverse (p,vo)data of

P.Paul et al.[Proc.Int.Conf.Photonuclear Reactions and Applications

(Assilomar,1973)ed.B.Berman,Vol.l,p.4O7].

As shown in fig.3.1, the asymmetry coefficient a, is smoothly

increasing from 0.1 at 13 MeV to 0.6 at 24 MeV, which indicates that there

exists an admixture of states of different parity in the giant resonance

region of Y [interference between El and E2 states in the (Y»P 0) channel].

The anisotropy coefficient a2 remains fairly constant over the entire energy

region and equals a value of about - 0.35. The magnitude of the other asym-

metry coefficient a, remains close to zero, between 14 and 20 MeV, while the

quadrupole interaction parameter a, is slightly positive, again indicating

the existence of an E2-contribution in the (Y>P 0) cross section.

The analysis of our experimental data reaches now completion,

but we have already some indication that structure in the general shape of the

total (Y»P) cross section is present, reflecting the splitting of the T< and

1^ dipole states.

193.3. Cross Section and Angular Distributions for the F(Y»p)reaction.

(E.Kerkhove,H.Ferdinande,R.Van de Vyver.E.Van Camp & P.Van Otten)

19 18

Our experiments on the F(Y»P) 0 reaction have been comple-

ted. The studied energy region now reachesfrom 13.5 to 26 MeV. After a first

series of measurements withtremsstrahlung endpoint energies varying from 15.5

up to 26 MeV, going up in 1.5 MeV steps, we have performed a second series,

with endpoints ranging from 16.25 to 25.25 MeV, again in 1.5 MeV steps. Conse-

quently, the statistical accuracy in the endpoint regions of the photoproton

spectra could be improved considerably; moreover, it is our intention to ana-

lyse the data with our analytical method wherein a quasi-monochromatic photon

spectrum with a FWHM of 750 keV is simulated.

Presently, the data from the first series of measurements have
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been analysed. Preliminary groundstate and first excited state differential
cross sections were extracted, together with the angular distribution coef-
ficients [up to a4 for (Y»P 0) and up to a2 for (Y,PJ)]. These results are
shown in fig.3.2 and 3.3.

Using our quasi-monochromatic photon spectrum technique,
(FWHA = 1.5 MeV), preferential branching to the Tstate at 4.46 MeV in l 80
could be observed (fig.3.4), which means that a considerable fraction of
the total (f.p)cross section is to be found in non-ground state contribu-
tions.A large peak is observed around 21 MeV excitation energy, both in the
(v»P0) and the (Y>PI) cross section, in contrast to the structure seen in
the total (v.n) cross section.

From the ground-state angular distribution coefficients
we can derive the E2-component, present in the (Y>P 0) channel(fig.3.5,
showing the percentage intensity distribution of E2-absorption in the total
ground-state photoproton cross section),exhausting (70 ± 35)% of the isos-
calar E2 energy-weighted sum rule. This estimate, as well as the shape of
the E2-cross section, are in good agreement with recent calculations
[e.g.Y.Abgrall et al., Phys.Rev.Lett.39 (1977)922jand experiments [e.g.
Z.M.Szalata et al.,Phys.Rev.C17 (1978)435]on the neighbouring s-d shell

20

nucleus Ne.
This unexpectedly large amount of E2-cross section seems to be confirmed
by the considerable discrepancy between our 90°(Y»P O) differential cross
section and the one measured by H.Tsubota et al.[J.Phys.Soc.Japan 38(1975)
299]; the latter results were obtained in an experiment with a virtual
photon beam, and were analysed with the assumption of pure El-radiation.
Consequently, Tsubota's absolute values can be wrong by an amount which
is related to the importance of E2-absorption in the (y.pJprocess.

The deduction of any definite conclusions on the cross
section and angular distribution coefficients of the non-ground state
(Y»P) reactions awaits further analysis.

453.4. The 2 2 S C ( Y » P ) reaction

(D.Ryckbosch, E.Kerkhove, R.Van de Vyver, H.Ferdinande, E.Van Camp
en P.Van Otten)

2
We have started a series of measurements on a 9,05 mg/cm

45natural Sc-target, at bremsstrahlung endpoint energies between 18 and
25 MeV, going up in 1 MeV steps. We hope to extract from the data the
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Fig. 3.5. The percentage intensity distribution of E2-absorption in
19the F ground-state photoproton cross section.
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(Y»P 0) and (Y.PJ) cross sections and angular distribution coefficients. This
process is being studied in order to investigate the contribution of the va-

45lence proton to the (Y»P) reaction, as Sc is only different by one proton
from the closed proton shell of the calcium isotopes. We also want to look
for isospin splitting effects in the GDR of this nucleus.

273.5. Measurement of prompt de-excitation Y-rays from the A1(Y,x)reaction.
(M.Droessaert.R.Van de Vyver, H.Ferdinande, E.Kerkhove, P.Van Otten &
E.Van Camp)

A powerful tool in the study of photonuclear reactions is
the measurement of prompt de-excitation gamma-rays, following a (y)x)reaction,
leaving the residual nucleus in an excited state(x stands for any single par-
ticle or a particle cluster). Such measurements would complete our study of
(Y.p)reactions in the giant dipole resonance region, while at the same time
also information might be obtained on the (y.n) and (v,a) processes as well.

Since measuring prompt y-rays poses a severe background pro-
blem at linear electron accelerators, due to the y-flash accompanying the
beam burst, appreciable shielding precautions have to be taken. We surrounded
the 60 cc Ge(Li) detector, placed at 90° with respect to the target with a
shield of at least 15 cm of lead, a 2 mm thick Cd-plate and about 15 cm of
paraffin. However, the background count rate turned out to be still too high
for heavy or intermediate weight target materials, so that we presently limit
ourselves to the study of light elements (A < 40). Our experimental set-up is
certainly not optimized yet, as it was located behind the two (Y»P) reaction
chambers, in the immediate vicinity of the NBS-P2 ionization chamber.

The group in Giessen [U.Berg et al., Nucl.Instr. & Meth.129
(1975)155]made a thorough study of a facility for measuring (Y.XY 1) de-excita-
tion Y-rays. To make a comparison we have investigated the prompt y-ray spec-
trum from a 1 mm thick Al-target, at a bremsstrahlung endpoint energy of 25
MeV.The results, taking during a lh run, are shown in fig.3.6. The lines at
1.129 and 1.809 MeV from tht 2 7A1(Y,PY')

 26Mg are easily identified; the other
peaks originate from (ri.n'yjp^ocesses in Ge or Pb. The peak-to-background ratio
of the prominent peaks is not as good as in the Giessen experiment; however,
this is mainly due to the experimental conditions which are certainly less ade-
quate in our set-up, while on the other hand we used a Ge(Li)detector with a
resolution of only about 4.5 keV. Nevertheless, we are confident that with our
actual arrangement the detection of prompt de-excitation gamma-rays from brems-
strahlung-induced photonuclear reactions is quite feasible.

1
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193.6 De-excitation gamma-rays following photodisintegration of F.

(M.Droessaert.E.Kerkhove.H.Ferdinande, R.Van de Vyver, E.Van Camp &
P.Van Otten)

Using the experimental set-up as described in the preceding
19section we have measured the de-excitation y-rays from the F(Y>XY')reaction,

at bremsstrahling endpoint energies between 15 and 25 MeV, going up in 1 MeV

steps. The 60 cc Ge(Li) detector was situated at 90° with respect to a teflon

target, and at a distance of about 27 cm. The target thickness was adapted at

various energies, in order to limit the counting rate to maximum 1 count/5

bursts (corresponding to a tolerable pile-up ratio of 10%).

An example of the obtained spectra is shown in fig.3.7(data taken at an end-

point energy of 25 MeV).

Distinct lines show up at the following relevant energies :

0.511 MeV

1.652 MeV

1.982 MeV

4.248 MeV

4.759 MeV

5.270 MeV

annihilation y-rays

F.E.(3.65MeV - 1.982MeV)

F.E.(1.982MeV->-g.s.)

D.E.

S.E.

F.E.(5.27 MeV •* g.s.)

19F(y,p)180*
1 9 F ( Y , P ) 1 8 0 *
1 9 F ( Y , C 0 1 5 N *
19F(Y,a)

15N*
19F(Y,a)

15N*

(F.E.rfull energy; S.E.: single escape; D.E.:double escape)

Moreover,structure is also observed at(with tentative identification)

0.600 MeV

0.691 MeV

0.834 MeV

0.938 MeV

1.041 MeV

2.1 - 2.2 MeV

2.42 MeV

2.48 MeV

2.52 MeV

2.615MeV

74Ge(n,n'Y)
72Ge(n,n'Y)
72Ge(n,n'Y)
19F(Y,n)18F
70Ge(n,n'Y) +
19F(Y,n)

18F +
19F(Y,n)18F 7

19F(Y,P)18O

F(Y,n) F
208Pb(n,n'Y)

73 Ge(n,Y)

19F(Y,p)
180

19F(Y,n)
18F

The analysis of these results is in progress; combination with our (Y.P)
19data will clarify the nature of the de-excitation mechanism in F.

1
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Fig. 3.7. The prompt de-excitation gamma-ray spectrum from the F(»,x»')

reaction at a bremsstrahlung endpoint energy of 25 MeV.
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3.7. Determination of the absolute bremsstrahlung cross section

(R.Lapere.t.Van Camp,P.Van Otten.R.Van de Vyver,E.Kerkhove and

H.Ferdinande)

As the knowledge of the absolute magnitude and shape of the

bremsstrahlung cross section is of great importance in the analysis of the

results of our photonuclear experiments, we have performed a combined experi-

ment, which will yield the desired quantity.

In a first experiment we determined the ratio between the integrated photon

flux as measured by the NBS-P2/4 ionization chamber, and the mean electron

current measured by a calibrated ferrite induction monitor, placed directly
2

in front of the 180 mg/cm thick Au bremsstrahlung converter target.(In this
measurement the solid angle defined by the photon coilimators is automati-

cally taken into account). This ratio turned out to be independent of end-

point energy. In a second experiment we determined the shape of the forward

(integrated over the collimation angle)bremsstrahlung spectrum by measuring
2

the photoproton spectrum at 90° from the D(-y,p)n reaction,using a gaseous
target(at a pressure of 400 mm Hg).The analysis makes use of the theoretical

Partovi cross section for photodisintegration of deuterium. The shape of the

bremsstrahlung cross section is in good agreement with the Schiff-integrated

over-angles spectrum,while the absolute magnitude coincides with the results

of a calculation of the forward bremsstrahlung spectrum from medium thickness

targets, performed by Ferdinande et al. [Nucl ,Instr.& Meth.93^( 1971) 135]].

3.8. Production and Acceleration of Positrons

(P.Berkvens.R.Van de Vyver,H.Ferdinaride & K.Kiesel)

The electron-to-positron converter assembly was installed

between both linac sections. The cooling characteristics of the facility were

thoroughly tested, with full power applied to the various solenoids. However,

it turned out that the presently available general linac cooling system was

insufficient to provide adequate cooling when full beam power should be allowed

to strike the converter target. This system will be replaced early 1979.

Test runs were performed with a 30 mA-peak incident electron

beam at an energy cf 25 MeV. Within an energy resolution of ± 1.5%, a mean

accelerated positron current of 0.2 nA was measured .This result agrees with

our theoretical expectations. An enhancement of a factor of about 10 is ex-

pected when full electron beam power (300 mA peak)can be used.

We are presently experimenting with a 5"x5" Nal(Tl) crystal
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spectrometer to measure high-energy photons, scattered from the 15.1 MeV
12level in C. Using this facility we hope to determine accurately the shape

of the quasimonochromatic photon spectrum, originating from the annihilation-
in-flight of the accelerated positrons.
We are also calculating the shape of this spectrum using both an analytical
and a Monte Carlo method.
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4. NUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPY AND POSITRON ANNIHILATION

4.1.Spectroscopic studies of the (Y»X) reactions on
(M.Dorikens and L.Dorikens-Vanpraet)

139 La

Except for the (Y,n), (y>2n) and (v,3n) cross section measurements up to
30 MeV, by Bergere et al.CNucl.Phys.A121(1968)463] no data are available about

ion

photonuclear reactions on La. In analogy with the work performed at Rensseiaer
Polytechnic Inst.N.Y.(Technical Progress Report,January 1974) on V, a series
of experiments was set up to determine the isotopes formed when irradiating
139

La with a gamma-ray beam at energies up to 70 MeV.
The target material was metallic natural lanthanum of 3N purity (Koch & Light).
Natural lanthanum contains 99.91% 139La and 0.09% 138La. The 138La is naturally
radioactive and emits gamma-rays of 811 and 1436 keV, which appear as weak
lines in spectra taken over long measuring periods. To prevent oxidation, the
samples must be kept permanently under silicon oil, except during irradiation.
Irradiation with bremsstrahlung took place on the direct beam of the LINAC,
and the samples were transported with a rabbit system.
Short irradiations :

In a first series of experiments, samples were irradiated for 150s at a pri-
mary electron energy of 50 MeV (30 yA, 150 Hz). After a waiting time of 1
minute, six consecutive spectra during each 150s were recorded, with a 10%
efficiency Ge(li)detector. This procedure was repeated five times, with five
similar samples.
In the six spectra a gamma-ray is present at 661.6 keV. A least squares fit
of the intensities gives a half-life of (2.65 ± 0.05)min.which is exactly
the half life of Ba. Since in spectra taken with the same samples 24 hours
after irradiation, no 661.6 keV line was present, we can conclude that the
139La(y,np) 1 3 7 mBa reaction took place.
In the same six spectra,the following gamma-rays, all with a half-life of
about 10 min. are seen. (The energies are in keV; the figures between brackets
are relative intensities):
760.4 (4 10" 3), 818.5 (2.5 10" 2), 1019.7 (1.2 10" 3), 1262.0 (2 10"4)
1310.4 (9 10" 4), 1322.5(2.5 10~ 3), 1496.6 (4.5 10"4)
The half-life, energies and relative intensities correspond very well with
the lines of 136La, formed in the reaction 139La(y,3n) 136La.
Other lines in the spectrum taken 24 hours after irradiation are due either
to La, background or La. The La originates from neutron capture,due
to incomplete neutron-shielding of the irradiation site.

1
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Long irradiation

In a second series of experiments, a sample was irradiated for 15 hours

at a primary electron energy of 70 MeV (22 pA, 150 Hz).

After a waiting-time of 2 hours, three consecutive spectra of 12 hours

each were recorded, then every 24 hours a 12 hour spectrum for 13 days.

Table 4.1 gives a summary cf the results :

Table 4.1

Measured gamma

energies in keV

(± 0.2 keV)

366.8 374.5 480

587.7 634.0 855

874.5

464.5 667.5

166 176.7 274

340.6 1048

604.5 795.5

.6

.0

.3

mean

measured

half-life

21*3 h

7+1 d

12+2d

long

ascribed

to

135La

132Cs

136Cs

134Cs

Tl/2

19.5h

6.5d

13d

2.05y

formation

reaction

139.. -.13ELa(y,4n)

139, . , .13La(y,a3n)

139, . u 3.13La(y,He )

139. , .134La(y,an)

La

2Cs

6Cs

Cs

140Again the gamma lines due to the neutron capture product La(40h) greatly

perturb the spectra.

After these preliminary experiments, the next step will be to study the yield

of some of the reactions as a function of the primary electron energy. The

experiments are continued.

4.2. Study of the performance of the S-factor apparatus

(L.Dorikens-Vanpraet, M.Dorikens and D.Segers*)

In positron annihilation studies the shape of the annihilation line (S-factor)

is studied by means of a high resolution Ge-detector. The performance of the

detector and measuring chain are of the greatest importance for the reliability

of the results. In our case the detector was a 5cc HP-Ge (Ortec)with a resolu-

tion of 1.06 keV for the Sr 514 keV line at low countrates.with an Ortec type

117B preamplifier. The amplifier was a Tennelec TC205A with shaping constant 3

vis. Other amplifiers were tried out but gave the same results. The amplifier
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and conversion gain were in all cases adjusted such as to have about 30
channels for the FWHM of the peaks.
a) Stability;
The digital two-point stabilization system was described in earlier annual
reports. Fig.4.1 is a measure for the stability of the chain. It represents
the histogram of the peak position of the annihilation line(position de-
termined to 0.2 channels)over a period of 42 days.The stability is of the
order of 0.002%.

b) Influence of the count rate
or

In a first series of measurements , the FWHM of the Sr 514 keV line was
determined as a function o. the count rate. A copper absorber of 2 mm thick-
ness was placed in front of the detector in all experiments, to absorb the
14 keV Rb-X-rays which otherwise give rise to summation with the 514 keV
line, thus causing difficulties in the analysis of the line. The count
rate was varied by adjusting the source-detector distance. The number of

5

counts in the photopeaks was always of the order of 10 . Fig.4.2 shows typi-
cal results. The count rate dependence for this detector-preamplifier com-
bination is surprisingly high. The possibility exists that the solid angle
source-detector (i.e.the angle under which the radiation entersthe detector)
has some influence [see: Kiyoshi Shizuma et al.,N.I.M. 157^(1978)117]. The
effect is expected to be of second order,however, the measurements should be
repeated with sources of different strength in constant geometry.

7 ft^
In a second series of measurements two sources were used, i.e. Be and Sr.
Their positions were adjusted so that the resp. 477 keV and 514 keV lines
respectively contained about an equal number of counts.
Fig.4.3 shows the correlation between the FWHM of both lines, at different
count rates. The correlation is very real, proving that the effect is not
spurious. At one given count rate (4.79 kHz) 100 measurements were performed.
Fig.4.4 shows the absence of correlation between the FWHM of the two lines:
there is clearly no relation between the variations in the widths of both
lines. One other detector(0rtec LEPS of 0.14 cc, coupled to a 117A pream-
plifier) was submitted to similar but less extensive tests. Fig.4.5 shows

85the count rate dependence of the FWHM of the Sr line. Clearly the same
trend exists.
We must conlcude that in lineshape studies in positron annihilation it is
* Dr.D.Segers is staying at the "Institut fur Theoretische und Angewandte

Physik - Universita't Stuttgart" since June 1,1978.
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Fig. 4.1. Stability test : histogram of the peak position of the

annihilation line over a period of 42 days.
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of outmost importance to keep count rate constant to within say 1%.
Any set of measurements where this precaution is not taken must be
distrusted.

4.3. Positron annihilation lineshape measurements in antimony
(D.Segers (work performed at "Institut fUr Theoretische und Ange-
wandte Physik"- UniversitHt Stuttgart))

The positronannihilation lineshape factor was measured as a function of
temperature, in the temperature range between 10K and 900K. From very
pure (6N) antimony, two disks (0 = 8 mm; thickness = 1 mm) were machined.

22The source ( NaCl) was evaporated on one of the disks and covered with
the other. The two antimony disks were electron beamwelded together in
a vacuum of 10" mm Hg. The whole sample-source assembly was annealed
at 800K for several hours.
Lineshape measurements as a function of temperature on the annealed sample,
indicate that in antimony the positron is not trapped by thermally induced
vacancies.
Irradiation of the sample with 3 MeV electrons at a temperature of 120K

8 2to a total dose of 3 10 e/cm , produces defects which trap positrons. An
annealing experiment indicates that those defects anneal out in the tempe-
rature range between 200K and 500K. After annealing at 500K, the S-factor
value is the same as for the irradiated sample.
Studies of irradiation induced defects in antimony, by means of other tech-
niques are not known in literature.

4.4. Study of electro-optical devices and electronic circuits for subnano-
second lifetime measurements.
(J.Uyttenhove *)

The experiments with the RTC HR400 curved channel microchannel plate photo-
multiplier (MCPM) have been continued in 1978. An experimental set-up in a dark
box for 2 PM's or MCPM's and associate electronics was built. Experiments with
various constant fraction discriminators (commercial types:-0RTEC 270 -tunnel

diode design, CANBERRA 132CD-IC design,and home made ECL III design)
and various PM's (RCA 8875,8850, RTC XP 2020, HR400) were performed.

A preliminary conclusion is that the HR400 MCPM has the best timing but the
3 fi

poor count rate capability (2 x 10 Hz) and low gain (^ 10 ) are serious
drawbacks in our applications. Problems with cathode damage by ionic feedback
in the MCPM lead to reduced specifications by the manufacturer for later series
* Laboratorium voor Natuurkunde 2, RUG
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of HR400 MCPM's.
Further experiments will be performed with the new RCA 31024 type (5 high
gain dynodes). It seems to be a good compromise in timing, gain and count
rate capability. In the actual situation a combination of the 31024 PM with a
dual fast electronic timing system and various forms and types of plastic
scintillators seems to be the most attractive.
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5. DOSIMETRY

5.1. Introduction

The dosimetry group has performed fundamental and applied research to im-
prove data and measurements in standard dosimetry, radiation protec-
tion and radiation therapy. The projects essentially concern cavity theory,

85Fricke dosimetry and calorimetry, and the ecological study of Kr.
The cavity theory has been further examined experimentally with a high pres-
sure cavity ionization chamber. A comparison was made of the ionization den-
sity in the cavity chamber, for the same chordlengths achieved by varying
the plate separation or the gas pressure. The theory for small cavity sizes
has been formulated in general, without restrictions on the energy transport
model.The absorbed-dose calorimeter, built in cooperation with the Centrale
Dienst voor Fysische Controle (Director Prof.O.Segaert), has been brought
into operation. The calibration through electrical power dissipation appears
to be highly reproducible. A theoretical study was made of the most appro-
priate mode of heat loss correction. The calorimeter has been used for the
accurate determination of the G-value of the Fricke dosemeter, for irradiation
with electron beams of 12 MeV to 30 MeV energy at the linear accelerator. In
the course of these experiments, particular attention was given to the effect
of the gaps between the calorimeter parts, on the absorbed dose in the core.
This was measured by simulation of the calorimeter geometry using"quasi -wall-
less" Fricke cells.

The G-value measurements have been preceeded by an improved determination of
the extinction coefficient of Fe derived from measurements with new samples
of iron of extreme purity and from different origin. The calibration of the
spectrophotometer allows its general use as a secondary standard instrument.
In the nuclear energy ecology project a further optimization of the chromoto-
graphy technique for separation of Kr has been achieved.
Finally some basic instrumentation and techniques developed during these pro-
jects are being or are intended to be valorized for medical.ecological,metro-
logical and industrial use.

5.2. General cavity theory and photon transport

5-2.7. ExpeAAme.ntaZ cavity chambeA
(A.Janssens, G.Eggermont, I.Clarisse*. R.Jacobs**)

* I.Clarisse:Laboratorium voor Natuurkunde II,Director Prof.J.Demuynck
** R. Jacobs:Centrale Dienst voor Fysische Controle
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The measurements of tho ionization current in a cavity chamber relative to

an air •• equivalent chamber within a pressure vessel, have been extended.

The first measurements using a plate separation of 4 mm have been repeated

for separations of 8 mm and 24 mm. This allows to obtain the same cavity

chordlength for inversely proportional lower gas pressures and hence to

reduce the initial recombination of the produced ions, which is roughly

proportional to the square of the pressure. Extensive measurements of the

collected current as a function of the fieldstrength have been performed,

which allow the determination^turve fittingxf the constants a and b in

the Jaffe expression for the collection efficiency Y :

= [ + a0P F(bo

p being the pressure and X the fieldstrength. These optimal constants are:

bQ = 4 10"
5 (atm2 cm2/ V2)

a = (4.7 ± 0.3)10" atm" for the reference chamber

= (4.2 ± 0.3)10~3 atm"1 for the cavity chamber.

The parameters a appe'ar to be different for the two chambers, which is not

unexpected because of the different electron spectrum and angular distribu-

tion. The parameter b is difficult to estimate. The use of a free parameter

b increases considerably the uncertainty on aQ, such that we have decided both

for physical and practical reasons to use a single value for bQ. This value

has been choosen such that the saturation currents in the reference chamber

agree with the theoretical decrease with pressure due to attenuation.

The agreement between the saturation currents obtained with different plate

separations is good. The experimental values of the stopping power ratios

for all chambers have been plotted in fig.5.1. The values have been divided

by a scaling factor 1.54 to allow a comparison with theory. The interpolation

parameters n indicated on fig.5.1 determine the transition between the surface

model (n=l) and the two-step model(n=o). The shift factor can be explained in

terms of the uncertainty on the tabulated energy absorption coefficients and

stopping powers, but the magnitude of the factor is still a problem.

5.2.2. Advances -ut tkz caviXy thzaiy

5.2.2.1 Surface method

(A.Janssens,G.Eggermont,I.Clarisse)

The results of the theory for large cavity sizes are most

clearly represented by the values for the wall contribution to the stopping

power ratio, when the chordlength equals the extrapolated range R of elec-

1
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5 10 15
WALL SEPARATION (CM) x PRESSURE (ATM.)

Fig. 5.1. Stopping power ratio air to gold :

theoretical curves for different values of (<n); experimental

points, divided by a shift factor 1.54, for V : 4 mm, • : 8 mm,

O : 24 mm plate separations.
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trons with energy T . The expression for this value in the homogeneous
case (same cavity and wall material) is :

57.

1 - b1

1 + b'

en
en

dT Y(T)T.

The calculated values for different materials and energies remain close to
0.5, as illustrated in fig.5.2. These values have been computed with the
use of energy backscatter coefficients b e n for perpenducular incidence,from
a fitting function by|T.Tabata et al.,Nucl.Instr.& Meth.103 (1972) 85 |,
increased with 0.1 to account for isotropic incidence. These input data are
somewhat uncertain, and a Monte Carlo computing programme is being developed
for this purpose.

5.2.2.2 Theory for small cavity sizes
(A.Janssens.I.Clarisse)

Extensive pilot calculations have been performed of the wall contribution
to the stopping power ratio, given by the theory for small cavity sizes,
which is a modified form of the well-known Spencer-Attix theory. The modi-
fied theory includes a factor f"j which accounts for the decrease of the
wall contribution for large cavity sizes. The remaining difference with the
Spencer-Attix theory can be evaluated through the comparison of a factor q,
defined such that the stopping power ratio contribution f™ _ is given by :

C ,nt

c,m
_ ..m

c=m

B (T )

S-A
The factor q in the Spencer-Attix theory, without accounting for the den-
sity effect, is given by :

j

= { A Y (A) K (A) + / dT Y (T) K (T)}.
•T- m m s, m m

Similarly, the factor q* in the modified theory is expressed by :

T f"1o c=m
dT
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ENERGY (MeV)

Fig. 5.2. Wall contribution f for g=R for different materials
c=m o

as a function of the source energy (computed with surface

method).

1
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The wall contribution f£_m in the homogeneous case is given by

f ? . = 1 - i
c=m

TQ for A < TQ ,

= i T /A for A > T .
c 0 0

The functions q have been found to be sensitively dependent only on the ratio
of energies [T /I/I-]. I_ being the average excitation energy of the medium, for
cavity demensions expressed by the scaled energy (A/T ). In fig.5.3 the factors
q* and q are plotted for different values of i^0/^

a function of A/T
The shaded areas cover the curves for excitation energies between 10 eV and
640 eV.The values q appear to be significantly smaller than the values q .
The difference corresponds to a shift of A by a factor of the order of 2. There
exist good physical arguments to confirm that in the Spencer-Attix theory a
two times smaller value of A would indeed be more realistic.
Pilot calculations of q have been performed also with the inclusion of the den-
sity effect.
Further studies on the essential principles of the theory have yielded a gene-
ralization of the energy deposition model. The general expression for the
function q is :

T f"10 c=m

i

YJT) W(T)

with the weighting function W(T) normalized to fj? and given by :

W(T) «

E(T) expresses the space and direction average of the energy which an electron
with energy T, located at random within the cavity, will deposit before leaving
the interface. The function E(T) and its derivative can easily be computed in
the average chordlength approximation, for any function f(T) describing the
energy decrease per unit distance of an electron with energy T.
For instance, this yields for the more appropriate model :

f(T) = a T"1,

which corresponds to a quadratic range-energy relationship, the weighting
function listed in table 5.1, together with the function corresponding to the
original model (linear range-energy relation) and to the Spencer-Attix theory.

1
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1. -

10

S-A and q* , as a function of chordlength (4/T ) , for diffe-Fig. 5.3. Factors q"

rent values of T /I . The shaded areas indicate the range of values for
o m

different values of I . Full line : factor q* (modified theory); dashed

S-AS-A
line : factor q ~ (Spencer-Attix theory).
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Table 5.1 : function W(T) and its average f£_m.

Model

Spencer-Attix

linear model

quadratic model

W(T)

T < A
A6D(T-A)

T/A

2(T/A)2

T > A
1

1

2(T/A)2x
(1-(1-(A/T)2)1/2)

f"1c=m

T o > A
1

1- \ A/To

(1-(1-(A/TO)
2)3/2)

Tn < A

0

7 V*

(+ 6Q is the Dirac function)

In fig.5.4 a comparison is made between the values q* for the linear and the
quadratic model. The shaded areas correspond to the values calculated with
lower limits of integration s and 2<S. At the limit 5 somewhat larger than
the binding energy Im> the method of computation for Ym(T) breaks down.
The magnitude of the resulting uncertainty indicated by the shaded areas,
is much smaller for the quadratic model due to the smaller weighting function
at low energies. The values q* for the lower limit 6 do not differ very much.
This is true for all energies.

5.2.3, Photon tmnApovt tkioiy
(A.Janssens)

The computation of the dose contribution of secondary photons (fluorescence
and Compton-scattered) can proceed from analytical expressions if multiple
interactions can be disregarded, thus for sufficiently thin walls. This
method has been applied to the reabsorption of Compton photons generated
within a cylindrical water volume. The calculations are essentially the same
as for a flat circular dosemeter surface in front of or beyond a cylindri-
cal wall, which case has been discussed earlier. This yields "fluences" of
secondary photons as a function of depth which are integrated over the ab-
sorber thickness. The word "fluences" refers to the average of the energy
fluences multiplied with the energy absorption coefficients relative to the
primary fluence. This "fluence" equals the scatter cross section ag, multi-
plied with half the cylinder thickness and with a multiplication factor p,
which is the ordinate of fig.5.5. This factor p has been plotted for a num-
ber of cases, as a function of the relative radius (b/t). For rather large
thicknesses (nt > 0.1), the multiplication factor is very little dependent

1
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10

Fig. 5.4. Factors q* computed with : (1) the linear model; (2) the quadratic

model. The shaded areas are limited by lower limits of integration am
and 2<J0 . Input data T Q = 1 0 0 keV, 1^=10 eV, = 12 eV.
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RELATIVE RADIUS ( b / t )

Fig. 5.5. Multiplication factor p for selfabsorption of Compton-scattered

photons in water :
energies :

full line :

W\\\
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: 10 keV
: 100 keV
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on the photon energy . Values have been plotted as a full line for 100 keV
and wt = 0.1. The multiplication factors decrease for higher energies and
for smaller thicknesses, but are in general much larger than unity, such
that the effective attenuation within a detector volume is strongly reduced.
As an example of practical importance, the multiplication factor for a quartz
Fricke cell, with a water equivalent thickness of 1.776 gem , and a radius
1.535 gem"2, for 60Co(1.25 MeV) radiation, equals 1.505. The effective attenu-
ation is thus only 0.9% instead of 5.5 % for the primary photons. It is a
better approximation to assume that there is no attenuation at high ener-
gies, than to consider the full escape of Compton scattered photons.

5.3. Absolute dosimetry with the ferrous sulphate '(Fricke) dosemeter and
with calorimetry.

5.3.?. VzteAmination ofa the molaA extinction cot^id.e.nt o{, ft
(G.Eggermont, E.Cottens***,J.Buysse,L.Schepens****,A.Janssens)

The absolute determination of the molar extinction coefficient of the ferric
ion for Fricke dosimetry, has been further improved, as a result of a careful
calibration of the absorbance scale of the spectrophotometer, and as a result
of measurements with different kinds of iron.
The calibration of the spectrophotometer has been performed with use of a se-
lected and calibrated quartz cell, and of standard reference material of
KgC^O^kindly granted by the U.S.National Bureau of Standards. The calibra-
tion procedure recommended by N.B.S. has been adopted. In addition to this
procedure, a correction for multiple reflection at the cell surfaces has been
applied.
Absorbancies A., have been measured for different concentrations of I^C^O, at
four different wavelengths, and have been compared to the absorbancy A- com-
puted with the extinction coefficients at these wavelengths, certified by
N.B.S.The differences AM - Ac have been plotted as a function of AM in
fig.5.6. The concentrations of ^Zrfl-j have been obtained by dilution and .
by direct weighing. A second order polynomial has been used for the least
squares fitting.The 99% confidence level for the statistical uncertainty on
the values given by the fitting function, and the systematic uncertainty, have
also been indicated on fig.5.6.

•** E.Cottens:Laboratoriurn voor Natuurkunde II,Director Prof.O.Segaert

**** L.Schepens:Student at the HTI Sint Lieven,technical high school
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Fig. 5.6. Difference between measured (A,,) and computed (Af) absorbancies of

K-MnO,, as a function of A., :

O : experimental points obtained by direct weighing, with total

uncertainty (statistic 99% confidence level + systematic)

Other points : obtained by dilution from different stocks

Full line : weighted least squares fitting through the measurements
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Our Cary 118 C spectrophotometer is now in the status of a secondary stan-
dard instrument traceable to N.B.S..0ur laboratory has participated in a
series of intercomparisons, with N.P.L. (U.K.),P.T.B.(Germany) and with
the University of Gothenburg (Sweden). The largest discrepancy between the
results from our and from other institutes is 0A% over the range .1 to
1.4 O.D.U..A detailed analysis of an extended intercomparison is in progress.
The calibration of the spectrophotometer, the use of the NBS standard Cell,

the corrections for multiple reflection and for the preparation temperature,
were the major modifications in the procedure for molar extinction coeffi-
cient determination.yielding a total decrease of .1%.It was noticed,however,
that another systematic error could occur which has a significant reverse
influence on the value of the molar extinction coefficient. The chemical
treatment normally used in the standard preparation procedure does not
sufficiently eliminate impurities or oxidised iron.
A mechanical scraping of the surface layer increased the value by .32%
while the use of new Koch and Leight material of the same purity with j
complete treatment has yielded a molar extinction coefficient of
2174 lmol" cm .This preliminary value was confirmed by experiments on
other 99 .998 % commercial products from different firms and on the purest
metallurgic iron available, kindly offered by Prof.Nihoul from the
SCK-Mol.
The complete error discussion is in progress. The final value will be
submitted to the International Commission on Radiation Units and Measure-
ments.

5.3.2.

5.3.2.1. Calibration measurements
(E.Cottens, A.Janssens)

The absorbed dose calorimeter constructed following the design of S.Domen
(N.B.S.) has been put into operation.
A temperature regulation of the calorimeter mantle was achieved with an
optimized PID technique. The long term stability is better than 10 K. It
was observed, however, that due to the very thin entrance window of the
calorimeter, variations of the room temperature still cause a drift of the
equilibrium temperature of the core. In practice drifts of the order of 10
Ks~ to 10 K s were observed, depending also on the succes in matching core
and jacket temperatures.

80. 1
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The measuring electronics proved to be easy to handle, and to have a high
stability(max.difference of 0.4% on the amplification factor during one
year of operation). After each calibration or irradiation run a highly stable
30 n Vishay resistance is inserted in the bridge arm, such that variations
in amplification can be corrected for.The automatic data sampling by a micro-
processor and processing in the PDP 15 computer offers an excellent repro-

-5
ducibility. The noise of the bridge output is 10 K peak-to-peak. The stan-
dard deviations of the mean values of series of 6 to 8 calibration runs,for
a heat input equivalent to 75 Gy corresponding to 0.1 K temperature rise,
are cf the order of 0.01 to 0.02%. The long term instability was found to
be insignificant, if the calibration factors are corrected for the varia-
tions in core equilibrium temperature. This correction involves the known tem-
perature dependence of the thermistor sensitivity and the temperature depen-
dence of the specific heat of graphite. A study has been made of the most
appropriate mode of heat loss correction, which equals 0.16% for a 100 s run.
Theoretically the heat loss should be determined through extrapolation of the
initial slope of the cooling curve, over a time interval which equals the
area below the jacket heating curve, divided by the jacket temperature at the
end of the power input. A theoretically equivalent method has been worked out
by F.van Hees and G.Hofmeester (R.I.V. The Netherlands), which consists in an
extrapolation of the fitting polynomial to the cooling curve to the middle of
the heating period, however with a factor 1/3 applied to the coefficient of
the second order. These methods yield exactly the theoretical heat loss cor-
rection for calculated temperatures, if a third degree polynomial is used for
fitting the cooling curve. In application to calibration runs, the method
proposed by van Hees yields similar values but the spread is much larger due
to an increased dependence on the goodness of fitting. In table 3 a compa-
rison is given of the heat loss corrections for different calibration periods.
The theoretical correction is calculated from computed temperature rises of
core and jacket according to the solution of the differential equations if
transients and gradients are not taken into account. The heat transfer coeffi-
cients for this simulation have been obtained by dissipation of small amounts
of electrical power in the bodies, which are allowed to reach their equili-
brium temperatures. The agreement between experimental and theoretical cor-
rections is rather good. It is interesting to note also the good agreement
between the calibration responses obtained in the normal C + J mode, the C-mode
(measurement of the core temperature only), and in the quasi-adiabatic mode
(same power dissipated in the jacket). The comparison is given in table 4.
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TABLE 3 : CALCULATED AND MEASURED HEAT LOSS CORRECTIONS

Period(s)

60

100

200

400
600

Heat loss

Theoretical

.043

.117

.443

1.60

3.28

corrections(%)

Experimental

.10

.162

.49

1.56

3.11

, Corrqspqn
(normalised

Theoretical

1.0001

1.
1.0001

1.0004

1.0009

ton?o5etPrun!)
Experimental

1.0000

1.
1.0001

.9996

.9988

TABLE 4 : COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT MODES OF OPERATION (100 s period)

Mode Heat loss
experimentel

.162

3.29

.17

correction^)
theoretical

.117

3.30

.117

Calibration response Standard

deviation

C+J

C

q.adiab.

1.

.9997

1.0002

10

5 10

3 10

-4

-4

-4

The agreement between the C + J and adiabatic modes implies that thermal gra-

dients and transients do not affect the results significantly.

5.3.2.2. Absorbed dose measurement of linac electron beams

(E.Cottens, A.Janssens, G.Eggermont, R.Jacobs)

The calorimeter has been used to measure the absorbed dose in carbon for the

determination of the G-value of the Fricke dosemeter. The performance of the

calorimeter in this situation was very satisfactory.For each measurement 5 to

8 calorimeter runs were performed, which yield standard deviations of the

mean of .02% to .04%, for the calorimeter response normalized to the charge

collected from the transmission chamber. The stability of this chamber is of

the same order. The time required to restore temperature equilibrium was of

the order of 20 min, thus one could easily perform a run every hour.

The heat loss correction for irradiation runs (C-mode, quasi adiabatic) depends

on the power input to the shield and thus on the depth dose distribution.Typi-

cal heat loss corrections for measurements at the top of the depth dose curve

are listed in table 5.

1
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TABLE 5 : HEAT LOSS CORRECTIONS FOR IRRADIATIONS RUNS

Machine energy period(s) Heat loss correction (%)

30 MeV

20 MeV

12 MeV

90

100

300

.075

.11

.81

The calorimeter has been used to determine depth dose curves within a

homogeneous medium. Comparisons were made with measurements with a

Victoreen thimble chamber, allowing the estimation of the displacement

effect.

S.i.i.VztzKmwcuLLon Of$ the. G-vaiuz o£ thz f^Ucke.
(E.Cottens, G.Eggermont,A.Janssens.J.Buysse,R.Jacobs)

The G-value(molecular yield of Fe + per 100 eV absorbed energy)of the

Fricke dosemeter is determined through irradiation of Fricke cells in a

graphite phantom which is identical to the phantom surrounding the calori-

meter. Both phantoms are brought in extactly the same position in the beam.

5.3.3.1. Gap effects

Particular attention has bean given to the effect of the gaps,surrounding

the calorimeter bodies, on the absorbed dose in the core. This effect has

been studied by simulation of the gap geometry around Fricke cells. For

this simulation, cells with a solution thickness equivalent in gem fc to

the calorimeter core were placed at the same equivalent depth in the phan-

tom (top of depth dose curve). For the simulation, cells were used with

thin paper walls coated with polystyrene. This geometry is represented with

label C in fig.5.7. For the G-value measurements, more robust cells with

carbon walls were used with a simplified simulation B, the total gap thick-

nesses being reproduced but arranged differently. Configurations B and C

have been compared to the situation A without gaps. The radial gaps have

been simulated in combination with the simplified axial gap simulation

(label D). A decrease of the response of (0.14 ± 0.06)% relative to

situation B has been measured at 20 MeV machine energy. The effects of axial

gaps are listed in table 6. Standard deviations are better than 0.1%.It is

clear that the simplified gap simulation is effective only at 20 MeV. It is

estimated that simulation (C) is sufficiently equivalent to the calorimeter

1 1
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TABLE 6 : DOSE ENHANCEMENTS RELATIVE TO SITUATION A (%)

Machine energy :

Situation B :

Situation C :

12 MeV

+0.0

-0.6

20 MeV

+0.7

+0.6

30 MeV

+0.1

+0.3

geometry(E) , such that the remaining systematic uncertainty, including

radial gap effects, is estimated to be smaller than 0.2%.

A similar comparison was made between two thicknesses of carbon cells,

with the same thickness as the core either in gem" or in cm. No significant

difference (<.05%) was observed. This is relevant for the inertia of the

polystyrene (see 5.3.4), and contradicts a difference of 0.2%, expected

if the "obliquity" correction applied to ion chambers (D.Harder,Bio-

physik £ (1968)157), is relevant in our conditions.

5.3.3.2. Other corrections to the G-value

The temperature coefficient of the molecular yield of the Fricke dosemeter

has been measured in the range of 25°C (the reference temperature) to 30°C,

and equals + (1.2 ± 0.1)% K" 1.
Due to oxygen depletion in the solution the molecular yield decreases with

-3 -1
absorbed dose. A decrease of 1.6 10. % Gy has been observed for doses higher

than the reference dose of 140 Gy.

The conversion of absorbed dose in the calorimeter core (graphite) to the

absorbed dose in the Fricke solution (nearly equivalent to water),proceeds

with disregard of the scattering corrections discussed in 5.3.3.1, through

the ratio of stopping powers in both media :

DFricke _ S/p(T0,A) Fricke

Carbon
S / P ( T

0 » A ) Carbon

T is the average energy of electrons at the measuring depth. The restriction

to A (of the order of 1 MeV) yields an increase of the ratio with only 0.1%.

The stopping powers have been computed with use of the most recent data on

excitation energies :

for carbon : 78 eV

for liquid water: 74 eV(instead of 65.1 eV in the tabulation of
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Berger and Seltzer [NASA REPORT SP-3012, Washington D.C.,1964]. At high ener-

gies, the uncertainty on the stopping powers is, however, mostly due to the

density effect. The density correction has been performed with the Sternheimer

theory and data on oscillator strenghts.The accuracy of the mathematical model

and of the parameters o* the dielectric response function is still questionable.

An uncertainty of ± 2% on the stopping power ratio is accepted by ICRU. For

graphite the density of the microcristallites (2.266 g cm" ) has been applied,

rather than the global density (1.73 g cm ) since the maximum impact parame-

ter is smaller than 1 pm (Berger, private communication). The applied stopping

power ratio at 10 keV is 1.1351.

Although on the basis of further studies small modifications may occur, the

following preliminary G-values have been obtained (table 7). The random error

on the values is less than 0.2%. The systematic error has not yet been deter-

mined.

TABLE 7 : G-VALUES (YIELD PER 100 eV) FOR DIFFERENT ENERGIES

Machine

energy

(MeV)

12

20

30

Energy

To

5

10

17

G-value

15.50

15.55

15.56

eG (1 cm^kg'V"
1)

3492

3504

3506

The value recommended in ICRU21 is 15.7.

5.3.4. E^nct oi AJOiadAjxtlon coJUL AuAfaco. and o& UaCl addition

(E.Cottens, G.Eggermont, J.Buysse)

The yield of Fe may increase if a plastic is used as wall material and by

the presence of organic impurities. This affects also the pre-and post-

irradiation stability of the optical density. This stability depends on the

surface to volume ratio. For large cells (S/V < 6 cm" ) the increase in op-

tical density relative to an O.D. of 0.85 is less than 0.1% for 24 hours.

For the smaller cell (core equivalent in cm) with S/V = 9 cm .this increase

is of the order of 0.3%. The effect is smaller than the values published in

the literature and is negligeable for our measurements with readings per-

formed around 40 min after preparation. No effect of the S/V ratio on the

G-value was detected within experimental error. As a result of a careful

1
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coating procedure, the polystyrene cell thus behaves as good as glass-cells
in laboratory conditions .This may partly be attributed to the water quality.
The addition of NaCl is believed to reduce the effect of impurities by com-
petitive reaction with Cl". However, no dependence of S/V effect and stabi-
lity on NaCl was observed. A 10 mol/1 NaCl addition, recommended by ICRU,
has been applied. J.P.Simoen(LMRI-France), has reported a strong decrease
of the G-value with increasing concentration. A much smaller decrease was
observed with our cells (fig.5.8). This is also an indication of the good
behaviour of the Fricke cells and solution.

5.4. Environmental Physics and applied research

5.4.1. The mza&uAemznt ofi cutmo&phoAic
(G.Eggermont, J.Buysse)

85KA activity

In the course of the separation and measuring experiments a number of pro-
blems needed to be solved. Residual quantities of helium carrier gas, in-
complete resolving of Kr from rcethane, and erroneous calibration data supplied
by a manufacturer for a Kr activity standard have caused some delay in the
programme. Periodic routine measurements have been started early 1979.
The 8 5Kr standard activity was finally determined by I.R.E.(Fleurus) with an
uncertainty of ± 6%. The sampling flow meter and gas counter were calibrated,
as well as the efficiencies of the separation traps and of the nuclear mea-
surements. A special small vial was constructed which enabled tha use of a
better liquid scintillation detector (Central Service of Radiation Protection,
Prof.O.Segaert).

The project of Kr atmospheric measurements and related transport calcula-
tions, and the study of synergism of Kr with chemical pollution, was accep-
ted as a Radiation Research Contract by the European Communities.

5.4.2. EneAgy poticy and nu.cle.aA zneAgy
(G.Eggermont)

In the follow-up study of nuclear energy, special attention has been paid
to the closing of fuel cycles, the reprocessing problems and proliferation
risks.
Also the literature on energy analysis and rational energy use management
has been reviewed for a lecture at the Foundation L.de Raet. The KVIV energy
symposium and other energy meetings have been attended.

1
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5.4.3. Valo>Ut>cuU.on

5.4.3.1. Instrumental developments for dosimetry and radiation protection

(G.Eggermont, E.Cottens, K.Van den Bossche, R.Jacobs)

The electronic system adapted to the linac transmission chamber has been

completed. This chamber, constructed by PTW following our design,allows

monitoring of the beam current, position(horizontal and vertical) and

radial homogeneity. In a panel close to the chamber, the currents are pre-

amplified, with automatic switching to an appropriate amplification factor.

Through a sweeping system the differences of the logaritms of currents from

corresponding sections are alternately amplified, and sent in a sample and

hold mode to analogue displays on a panel in the control room.

For exposure measurements in experimental and field conditions, new elec-

tronic equipment has been built to replace an electronically obsolete and

unreliable commercial device. . The instrument uses a new preamplifier

with ultra low bias current varactor bridge, such that drifts are less than

10 A. The apparatus has a wide sensitivity range (10 to 10 A full

scale) with an accuracy of 0.2%, and with excellent reproducibility. Versa-

tile modes of operation have been built-in. The start of integration and

timing can in automatic mode be triggered by input currents above a preset

bias. External triggering in- and output is possible. The instrument has

y/ery good characteristics both for accurate standard dosimetry and for field

applications. A commercial development will be pursued.

5.4.3.2. Varia

-Advices on Radiation Protection and Energy problems to authorities and

organisations. One member of the group got the official qualification of

expert class II in radiation protection(G.Eggermont)

-The dosimetry, using Fricke and TLD, has been performed for irradiation

damage studies of electrical materials for use in reactor safety studies .

-The creation of a secondary standard spectrophotometry facility, traceable

to N.B.S., for national and international use (G.Eggermont, J.Buysse) .

1
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6. NUCLEAR THEORY
(K.Heyde,M.Waroquier,H.Vincx,P.Van Isacker)

6.1. Coexistence of spherical and deformed states
(in collaboration with W.Hesselink et al.; V.U.Amsterdam, V.Paar
Institut Ruder Boskovic,Zagreb)

6.1.1. Evidence &oi dtdoHmjution -in doubly-zvcn Sn and Cd nucZex and
a&teAnative. deAcAip£Lon& (I).

In many nuclei, where one kind of nucleons nearly consists of a closed
shell configuration (± 1, ± 3 nucleons), indications for possible nuclear
coexistence between spherical and deformed states exist. One of the regions,
of particular interest is formed by the In(Z=49), Sb(Z=51) and I(Z=53)
nuclei, where low-lying J* = l/2+ and 9/2+ states respectively occur.
Recently, in doubly-even Sn ' and Cd ' nuclei too, experimental evidence
has resulted in the identification of Ju = 0 + excited states with a AJ=2

3 3}

rotational like band sequence on top of it. By means of ( He,n)experiments '
further support for the proton 2p-2h character was given through the strong
excitation of these J* = 0 + levels in Cd and Sn.
Therefore,we have studied the doubly-even Sn and Cd nuclei by means of the
Strutinsky method and have calculated the total potential energy surfaces
(TPE) for 2p-2h excitations.
Very pronounced minima associated with the {l/2+|431|29/2+|404|2} and
{l/2+|431|2 7/2+|413|2} configurations occur in Sn and Cd respectively with
a deformation energy gain E h - E^ ^ = 5 MeV in all nuclei.(see fig.6.1).
Estimates for the position of the J11 = 0 + state projected from the in-
trinsic configurations result from the 2p and 2h pairing energies taken from
the adjacent doubly-even nuclei. In a more microscopic description of the
J* = 0 + state , we calculated 2p and 2h interaction matrixelements with
an SDI force. We perform the calculation of the matrixelements of the
single-particle Hamiltonian and of the proton-proton interaction in a strong
coupling basis. In describing the rotational band on the top of Jv= 0 + states,

2
we consider a collective Hamiltonian of the form H_ = A.R.. The matrix of

c c

this Hamiltonian is diagonal in a weak coupling basis and can be transformed
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back to a strong coupling basis. In this way a full bandmixing calculation
can be performed.

1) J.Bron, WHA Hesselink, L.K.Peker, A.Van Poelgeest, J.Uitzinger, H.Verheul
and J.Zalmstra, Contrib.to the Int.Conf.on Nucl.Structure.Tokyo 1977

2) R.A.Meyer and L.K.Peker, Zeit.f.Phys. A283 (1977), 379

3) H.W.Fielding,R.E.Anderson,C.D.Zafiratos.D.A.Lind.F.E.Cecil,H.H.Wieman,
W.P.Alford,Nucl.Phys.A28J_(1977),389

6.1.2, Evid&nce. $01 de.AotimajU.on in doubly--e.ve.n Sn and Ce. nucizi and
Z dz&ctU.ptLont> ( I I ) .

In part 5.1.1. „ we have discussed a possible deformed origin for AJ = 2
rotational like sequences in doubly-even Sn and Cd nuclei. As an alternative,
we have set up calculations starting from spherical vibrations of the Cd,
respectively Pd doubly-even nuclei coupled to proton two-particle excitations
through the Z=50 closed proton core occupying the lg7,2»

 2d5/2» 2 d3/2' 3sl/2
and lhii/p orbitals.This can serve as a simplified model to treat the proton
2p-2h excitations coupled to respectively the Sn and Cd doubly-even nuclei.
Moreover, we treat the coupling of the former excitations with vibrational
excitations in Sn and Cd respectively.
Specifying to the case of Cd, wavefunctions can be expanded as

|JM> = E |NR;JM> + I d(p1p2I,N'R
l ;J)| 1 ;JM > ,

N',R'

where (N,R) denote the quantum number of vibrational excitations in Cd itself,
(p,,P2)I denotes the proton two particle configuration and (NJR1) the quantum
numbers of vibrational excitations in Pd doubly-even nuclei. The total
Haniltonian to be diagonalised has the form

H = H core + Hp-core + V c o r e + Vpp Vph

where the notation is self-explaining. The residual nucleon-nucleon interaction
was taken to be the SDI force with as force strength 25/A MeV. For the cal-
culation of the particle-hole matrixelements, the Coulomb interaction was also
considered explicitely giving attractive contributions.
In fig.6.2 some results for Cd are given and are compared with the experi-
mental situation. The theoretical spectrum only indicates the 2p-2h part of
the spectrum. Here, the results are given as a function of the interaction
coupling both subsystems Cd and Cd + 2p-2h excitations.
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6.1.3. Voaible. evidence {,OK dnhomtd ?/2~ itateA In W=29 nuclei

In order to accomplish a coherent understanding of N=29 nuclei where the
extra neutron is moving in the fp-shell neutron single-particle states,
many shell model as well as unified-model calculations have been perfor-
med. All these calculations suffered however, from particular short-
comings :
i) the appearance of an extra low-lying (Eu » 1.5 MeV) J

7^ 7/2" level
3that is weakly excited in the N=28(d,p)(a, He)stripping reaction and

o 53

strongly excited in N=30 (d,t)(p,d)( He,a)pick-up reactions for Cr
and 55Fe.

ii) the apparent association of a AJ=1 high spin sequence connected with
that particular 0* = 7/2" level.

Efforts in order to understand these particularly interesting excitations
were made by Johnstone and Benson in extending the available neutron con-
figurations to excitations through the N=28 closed shell i.e. introducing
2p-lh, 3p-2h, 4p-3h,... configurations explicitely.
These calculations resulted in level schemes but no electromagnetic proper-
ties were calculated. Because of indications from all available experimen-
tal facts pointing towards a possible deformed origin (i.e. a Nilsson
7/2"|303jorbital with AJ=1 rotational band on top of it) and because of
similar evidence for a deformed subset of excitations near closed shell
configurations such as In,Sb,I(Z=50), Tl,Au(Z=82), we have made calcula-
tions on the N=29 nuclei starting from the total potential energy of these
nuclei. We discuss the level schemes resulting from Coriolis mixing calcu-
lations as well as the electromagnetic properties for the AJ=1 bands(Q,vi,

r o EC

{E2/M1),T^2) in Cr and Fe. Finally, we point out that the evidence
for a possible deformed origin of the 7/2" excitation with a AJ=1 band on
top of it is rather convincing although mainly equivalent with the spheri-
cal shell-model calculations treating 2p-lh excitations explicitely
6.2. High spin states in heavy mass N=82, N=83 nuclei

(in collaboration with P.Kleinheinz et al.Kernforschungsanlage.JUlich)

6.2.1. CotZe.cJU.vz and non-coltzdtive. oxaitatlonA in N=S3 i&otonoM

The study of the level-structure of the even-odd N=83 nuclei
4 4

was completed. In order to explain the high level density
147 149
c«Gd and

above 2 MeV and low lying high-spin states (J>13/2; E > 2.5 MeV), a
A

Hamiltonian is constructed which in addition to the collective vibrations
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of the core, describes also the two quasiparticle excitations of the

protons in the Z=50-82 shell. The results of the calculations are compared

with the experimental data concerning the N=83 nuclei.

6.2.2. Study oi the. even-mow U=&2 <tiotoneA

Recent experiments provided new information about the even-mass N=82 1so-

tones: information about the energy spectrum of 55^* until now unknown,

became available [P.J.Daly et al.,Z.Phys.A288(1978),103j and knowledge of

the 1g|Gd levels was changed drastically [P.Kleinheinz et al.,Z.Phys.A284

(1978),351]. One of the interesting conclusions that can be drawn from these

experiments is the existence of a proton shell closure at Z=64. In view of

these new experimental data, we have performed two-quasiparticle calcula-

tions for the protons in the Z=50-82 shell(see fig.6.3). The characteristic

behaviour of the collective J* = 2 + state is nicely reproduced by theory

and is mainly a consequence of the shell closure at Z=64. However, two-

quasiparticle calculations in the Z=50-82 shell alone cannot reproduce

properly the collective J* = 3~state(not shown).The wrong prediction of

the energy of the d M o * state in g4Gd is a consequence of the

wrong particle number for this state, since the two-quasiparticle excitation

J* = 10 almost coincides with a two-particle (lh,, ,p) configuration-

Further calculations to correct for this effect are in progress. Another

interesting feature of the g^Gd level scheme is the Jw = 8" - 8" - 9"

sequence, which constitutes a good criterium for determining the parameters

of the proton-proton interaction.

6.3. Study of isobaric analogue resonances in fp-shell nuclei : a unified-

model description

(in collaboration with S.Gales, IPN, Orsay and V.Paar,Zagreb).

Spectroscopic factors as well as parentage coefficients for collective
Ji = 2 1 * 31 and 41 states nave been obtained for N=29 nuclei and Ni via
(x,dp) reactions through isobaric analogue resonances (IAR). In the frame-
work of a unified-model calculation, treating the one-neutron core-coupling

(N=29) and three-neutron core-coupling as well as pure three-neutron shell-
59

model calculations ( Ni), a description can be given for most of the ob-

served phenomena (energies, spectroscopic factors, parentage coefficients

on the J? = 2j, 3^, 4j levels). Some discrepancies I'nain, especially with

respect to the description of the splitting of the 2p, ,2 neutron single -

particle state.A comparison with earlier calculations for the N=29 nuclei
59

is carried out. With respect to Ni, the three-particle-cluster effects
a n pointed out and an extensive comparison between both types of calcu-
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lation and with experiment is made.

6.4. Macroscopic and microscopic study of neutron-rich Sn,Sb,Te nuclei

(in collaboration with J.Sau, IPN Lyon; K.Sistemich et al.Kernforschungs-

anlage.JUlich, F.Schussler et al.CENG,Grenoble)

6.4.1. She.M-mode.1 dz6Cu.ptA.on 52US0

Recent experimental studies have indicated that,if both proton and/or neu-

tron number deviate from a closed shell configuration in only a small num-

ber of nucleons (± 2, ± 4), the typical 2particle(-hole), 4particle(-hole)

degrees of freedom can still be clearly observed and are not averaged com-
132

pletely into a collective excitation pattern. Thus also in the 52Teso nu~

cleus, typical proton two-particle and neutron two-hole configurations

clearly stand out in the experimental level scheme and resemblance with a

vibrational-like spectrum is only very crude, although such calculations

have been carried out before. Therefore and because the basic building

blocks 52Tes2» 50Sn80 and 51Sb81 constituting tne nucleus under study

are experimentally well known, we have tried to study the limits of a

unified-model treatment where only proton two particle(-neutron two-hole)-

core coupled configurations are treated and all neutron(-proton)excita-

tions are averaged out. Experimental evidence for specific neutron hole

configurations of the type (2d,/0 Ih7:/O)and (3'37/,lh7:/9) is definitely

available through the occurence of low-lying J = 7" and 5" levels in 52Tesn-

Also, the proton(lg, ,p)«+ g+ configurations clearly stand out in the experi-

mental spectrum. The nuclear hamiltonian as well as the solution of the nu-

clear secular equation are discussed and also the necessary transition matrix

elements are obtained.Finally, the experimental results are compared with the

shell-model calculations where different approximations have been used. Also

comparison is made with proton two-particle(neutron two-hole)-core coupling

calculations in order to point out in a clear way, the short-comings of

such calculations when performed near slosed shell configurations.

6.4.2. On a conne.ctA.on beAwatn the. Lanczoi and Houu>e.ho£d£n dsLagonaLL&atxon

mzthodt,.

Recently, the Lancaas method of tridiagonalizing Hermitian matrices has

been applied extensively to the non-degenerate real symmetric matrices

that occur in most shell-model calculations in nuclear physics. We show

that , in the Householder method, the tridiagonalisation of the matrix

obtained by successive Hermitian elementary transformations ends exactly
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after N-2 steps |J.Sau and K.Heyde, to be publ.in Journ. of Phys.,G|

Thus we arrive at the conclusion that the Lancros algorithm, starting

with the particular column vector VJ = {1,0,0 }gives exactly the

same final result as the Householder method does. We have studied in
132

particular both methods (Lanczos, Householder)in the case of Zo^SO'
where Hamiltonian matrices of a typical dimension of 1000 x 1000 occur.

6.5. Microscopic nuclear structure calculations with effective three-

body forces .

6.5.7. Introduction o& a Skytmn ^oKca zxtzndzd by the addition o{ a

mome.ntum dz.pzndz.YVt thMui-body mtzKactlon.

Thz.oKztA.coUi dzAcsu.pti.on and application to Ca and Sn

It is the intention to introduce a nucleon-nucleon interaction which

is able to cover at the same time many features of nuclear structure :

-nuclear matter quantities (binding energy per nucleon, incompressibility,

reduced mass, isospin symmetry energy,etc.)

-groundstate properties of finite nuclei throughout the whole mass region

(binding energy, nucleon distributions, rms radii, single-particle,removal

energies,etc.)

-pairing correlations in finite nuclei.

-properties of excited states in finite nuclei.

The proposed extension of the Skyrme force consists in adding a momentum

dependent zero-range three-body force to the conventional Skyrme three-body

part. From this last part we only take a fraction x,W (rj.r^j"?,) while the

other fraction is replaced by a density dependent two-body part (1-x,) —

h + *2 - -> 6

(1+P )p( )5(rj - r 2 ) 4 The additional parameter Xg will be determined

to describe correctly pairing properties. A particular parameterization of

the extended Skyrme interaction is proposed to satisfy all of the above-

mentioned conditions. It would be a reliable and severe test if SkE2 succeeds

in describing some typical individual nuclear structure phenomena. Within a

series of isotopes or isotones it is possible that some local changes of par-

ticular nuclear quantities occur(i.e.isotope shifts, crossing of single-par-

ticle levels,parabolic curvature of the binding energy per particle,etc..)

We have performed calculations on two regions of spherical isotopes: the Ca-

and Sn-region.The calculation consists in an iterative HF + BCS procedure

on each of the considered isotopes. Various contributions of the interaction

to the total groundstate energy of the Ca-and Sn-isotopes are shown in figs.

6.4 a and 6.5 a. The total contribution without pairing is given by the light
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f u l l line in fig.6.4b and 6.5b. I f we include the pairing energy, evaluated

from the quantities, the total groundstate energy (thick fu l l line in f igs .

6.4b and 6.5b is lowered in such a way that good agreement with experimen-

tal data (dashed line)occurs.

A very sensitive test of the obtained HF + BCS nucleon wavefunctions is the

reproduction of the nucleon density distributions and rad i i . We display in

f ig .6.6. the proton rms radius as a function of the neutron excess. The long-

dashed line represents the proton point rad i i . The short-dashed line inclu-

des the corrections for f i n i te proton sizes and cm.motion. After taking

into account the electromagnetic contributions we derive the f inal charge

rms rad i i , represented by the thick fu l l l ine.

6.5.2. The zx.te.ndzd Sk.yn.mz {jOn.cz vznAtu, nzaXiAtlc mtzn.acJU.onii: appLLccutLon

to 42Ca.

The extented Skyrme force Sk E2 is used for calculating excited states in

f in i te nuclei; the possibi l i ty is explored of using SkE2 as a good "effec-

t ive" interaction. One should keep in mind that the Skyrme interaction bears

a strong resemblance to real ist ic interactions [Negele and Vautherin, Phys.

Rev.Hl (1975)301], and therefore we wi l l have to calculte expl ic i t ly core-

polarization effects (3p-lh and 4p-2h excitation) in order to construct a

"model space dependent effective interaction". Application w i l l be made by
42calculating the "effective" interaction matrixelements for Ca. We consider

hole excitations in the lp * , Id « , Id * and 2s j shells. Particle excita-

tions are taken into account up to the lg £ shel l . The self-consistently ob-

tained single-particle energies and wavefunctions from the iterative HF + BCS

procedure are used for the evaluation of the various correction terms. We

summarize in table 6.1 the various contributions to the total effective i n -

teraction of some matrixelements. The largest corrections arise from the

3p-lh renormalizations. The three-body corrections G1, ,. are very small.

Clearly, the 6 3 ^ and Ĝ  2 n
 c o r e polarization effects are very important

in lowering the 0+ groundstate and 2+ state, in this way reproducing the ex-

perimental two-particle J^ = 0+ - 2+ - 4+ - 6+ le1 ?1 pattern.

We compare in table 6.2 the renormalized Skyrme matrixelements with those of

Federman-Talmi and Kuo-Brown where a striking similari ty is observed.
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Fig. 6.6. (for explanation, see text).
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t
a

1f7/2

2p3/2

1f7/2

1f7/2

1f7/2

b

1f7/2

2p3/2

1f7/2

1f7/2

1f7/2

c

1f7/2

2p3/2

2p3/2

1f7/2

1g9/2

d

1f7/2

2p3/2

2p3/2

2p3/2

1g9/2

0+

2 +

4+

6*

0*

2 +

0 +

2 +

2 +

4 +

0+

2+

4+

6+

SkE2

-2.26

-1.08

-0.27

+0.18

-1.65

-0.65

-0.65

-0.29

-0.57

-0.33

+ 5.03

•3.76

+2.34

+1.69

Federman
Talml

-2.64 -

-0.83 -

-0.20 -

+0.28 -

-1.40

+0.0

- 1 . 6 4 -

-1.20 -

-0.74 -

-0.35 -

-

0 .

0 .

0 .

0 .

0 .

0 .

0 .

0 .

30

27

09

09

66

24

21

17

Kuo -
Brown

-1

- 0

- 0

+0

-1

- 0

- 0

- 0

- 0

- 0

+2

•1

•1

+0

.81

.79

.09

.23

.21

.38

.78

.22

.50

.31

.60

.75

.04

.73
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6.6 . Installation of an intelligent terminal on the central computer system

A 2400 band full duplex line has been installed between the Nuclear Physics
Laboratory and the CDR (Central Digital Computer Centre).
The terminal consists of a Digital PDP 11/03 computer with RX01 floppy disk
drive and a 1200 baud Decwriter III printer.
A programme has been written in MACRO-11 running under the RT11-V03 system
software, making it possible to transmit data from floppy disk to the cen-
tral computer (Siemens 7740) and vice versa. When data are directed from
the Siemens to the local printer, the data are buffered on floppy disk be-
cause the modem (2400 baud) is faster than the local printer unit.
A PDP 11 based system was choosen because of the experience already earned
with PDP 11's and because of the possibility to use the terminal for PDP 11
programme development when it is not used as a terminal for the Siemens
computer.
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